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Norwegian American Weekly
With so much to see in a fascinating place
like Oslo, you may think it best to budget a week
or more in Norway’s capital city. I can’t argue
with that thinking, of course, but the reality of
traveling is that we can usually not spend as
much time anywhere as we’d like (except for
airports. We spend far too much time in those).
The first time I visited Oslo it was for one
day, an afterthought squeezed in between uncooperative train and flight schedules. The second
time I hoped would be more leisurely, but I ended
up with just over two days! Still, one can see a lot
in a short visit if properly armed and motivated.
For armaments, you’ll need an Oslo Pass
and a map. If you’re privileged enough to have a
smartphone that actually works in Norway (no,
I’m not bitter at my cell phone carrier. NOT AT
ALL.), there is an app for all of that, called Visit
Oslo. I’m sure it works wonders. For those of us
who find ourselves suddenly in the last century

Frogner Park, a must-see in any Oslo trip.

with regards to personal technology, a physical
Oslo Pass and map will do just fine. You can pick
these up at most hotels, and also at a visitor’s office at the train station. They’re available in 24-,
48-, and 72-hour versions, and the clock doesn’t
start running on it until your first use. The Oslo
Pass also comes with a pocket-sized paper guide
to everything it offers. Which is an incredible
amount! Between attractions and public transportation, it’s a real bargain.
On that first trip we arrived late in the evening, found some food, and wandered on Karl
Johans gate and down to the Opera House before
heading back to the hotel to plan our attack on the
next day. The goal: to see as much as possible.
We started by taking the ferry (included!)
from the Oslo Harbor in front of the Rådhus over
to Bygdøy, where you’ll find a cluster of muse-

See > oslo page 16
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Nyheter
Laget verdens lengste frokostbord

Sultne byfolk spiste seg skikkelig mette
mens de satte verdensrekord i Bodø 14.
august. Riggingen startet for alvor rundt
midnatt. I formiddag bekreftet politiet
og rådmannen at det ble satt ny verdens
rekord i Bodø. Den forrige rekorden var
på 434 meter og ble satt i Danmark i 2013.
Ny rekord er 536,2 meter. På frokostbordet gikk det med 10.000 rundstykker og
croissanter, 10.500 skiver ost, 2800 omeletter, 1000 strimler med bacon, 7500
egg, 600 kilo frukt og grønt, 20 kasser
med jordbær til syltetøy og litt ekstra til
fruktfat. I tillegg blir det servert varm
mat som eggerøre, omelett og frokostpølse. Frokostbord-stuntet blir arrangert i
forbindelse med Arctic Race of Norway.
Sultne bodøværinger møtte villig opp.
— Det er veldig godt oppmøte. Frokosten
varer fra 10 til 12, men det er allerede
ganske fullt. Vi har 1640 sitteplasser, men
vi har mat til 2400 mennesker siden noen
kommer og går, sier direktør for mat og
drikke i Scandic Norge, Morten Malting.
(Eirik Røsvik / VG)

Støre er velgernes statsministerfavoritt

Aftenpostens statsministermåling for august viser at det nå er klart flest velgere
som foretrekker Jonas Gahr Støre (Ap)
som statsminister i Norge. 45 prosent har
ham som favoritt, mens det er 37 prosent
som helst vil ha Erna Solberg (H). Støre
er omtrent like populær som han var sist
gang spørsmålet ble stilt, mens Solbergs
popularitet har dalt med syv prosentpoeng
siden den gang. Jonas Gahr Støre er klar
favoritt blant de yngre velgerne under 45
år. Den eneste aldersgruppen der Solberg
har et forsprang er ifølge denne målingen
velgere over 60 år. — Dette er inspirerende tall. Både Solberg og jeg har gode
tall, selv om de kan svinge litt fra måned
til måned, blir det en tøff politisk valgkamp vi nå går inn i. Personer er viktig,
men viktigst er likevel politikken, og
svarene vi har for å ta Norge trygt inn i
årene som kommer, sier Støre. Støre er
kvinnenes favoritt, mens Erna Solberg
står sterkest blant menn. Samtidig er det
flere velgere som nå ikke vet hvem de
foretrekker eller har en annen favoritt enn
Støre/Solberg. Støre er klar favoritt blant
velgere som stemmer Rødt, SV, Ap, MDG
og Senterpartiet. Solberg er favoritten til
velgere fra Høyre, Frp, KrF og Venstre.
(Karen Tjernshaugen, Bjørn Steinar Kristiansen & Solveig Ruud / Aftenposten)

Sørenga blant Europas ti fineste sjøbad

Øverst i artikkelen i den britiske avisen
The Guardian er det vakre bilder av et
vulkansk badeområde på Madeira, med
lyseblått vann, hvite fliser og sjøsprøyten
stående inn fra Atlanterhavet. Nummer
to på listen er en nydelig azurblå lagune
i Hellas, naturlig utgravd av sjøvannet.
Og helt nederst på topp ti-listen kommer
“Sørenga seawater pool, Oslo, Norway”.
— Sjøbadet ligger flott plassert i nærheten av operahuset, står det i artikkelen,
som nevner både de store flytebryggene,
stupebrettet og at man kan svømme 50
meter i baner. Og ikke minst understrekes
det at alt er gratis og offentlig. Journalisten Kate Rew, som tidligere har skrevet
bok om utendørssvømming, skriver at
Sørenga har god plass til både soling på
gresset og piknikk på soldekket.
(Henriette Mordt & Martin Holvik / NRK)
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Reddet i dramatisk redningsaksjon
70-åringen Stein Hoff
skulle krysse Atlanterhavet med robåt men
han var reddet fra
ekstremvær
Brage Steinson Wiik-Hansen
VG

VG har tidligere omtalt den spreke
70-åringen Stein Hoff som la ut på sitt livs
villeste tur alene i robåt for å krysse Atlanter
havet fra Manhattan til England. Nå har
ekspedisjonen kommet til en dramatisk slutt.
Etter 84 dager til sjøs var Hoff reddet i
en dramatisk redningsaksjon natt til 6. august, skriver Drammens Tidende.
I uværet fikk Hoff skader på roret, ankeret ble borte og årene ble ødelagt. Hoff ble
til slutt reddet av tankeren «Ludolf Oldendorff» og var med skipet videre på sin ferd
til Canada, der han møtte sin kone.
Det var på grunn av ekstremt vær med
vindstyrker på 50–60 knop, og bølger på 7–9
meter som førte til at robåten rullet rundt
og var under vann flere minutter av gangen,
skriver avisen videre.
— Steins nødpeilesender gikk av i
morges. En redningsoperasjon er på vei,
skrev kona Diana Hoff på ekspedisjonens
Facebook-side 6. august.
Senere ble siden oppdatert igjen med at
Stein var ombord tankeren og i sikkerhet.
Han er sliten, forslått og litt skuffet, men

Foto: Elisabeth Hoff / VG
Stein Hoff (70) forsøkte å ro fra New York i USA over Atlanterhavet til Storbritania. Natt til 6. august
måtte han bli reddet av en tanker etter kraftig uvær.

veldig glad for å være i sikkerhet, skrives det
videre på Facebook-siden.
— Dette er slutten på ferden over
Atlanterhavet, han var uheldig som møtte
et slikt ekstremvær, men han har gjort et
heroisk forsøk og jeg er veldig stolt av han,
skriver kona videre.
Stein Hoff fortalte til VG i mai at de
fleste nordmenn mener han er «spik, spenna
gæren» når han forteller om turen.
— Ni av ti nordmenn jeg snakker med
mener det er galskap. Jeg savner egentlig
litt entusiasme fra en havnasjon, vi er landet

til Nansen og Heyerdahl og her kommer en
70-åring som vil bryte noen barrierer, fortalte han.
— Her borte i USA møter jeg mye mer
begeistring.
Turen var i sin helhet planlagt å ta rundt
90 dager om alt gikk etter planen, og Hoff
rodde mellom 12 og 15 timer hver dag.
English Synopsis: Stein Hoff planned to row across
the Atlantic Ocean, but the 70-year-old had to be rescued 84 days into his journey due to extreme weather
and damaged equipment.

Grunnskole Tusenvis demonstrerte
tusen deltok i
på engelsk Flere
demonstrasjoner mot
Utdanningsdirektora- voldtekts-frikjennelser
tet har godkjent Oslo over hele landet
Thomas Olsen & Håkon Letvik
kommunes forsøk
Andreas de Brito Jonassen
& Olav Juven Midtbø
NRK

— Nå er alle godkjenningene på plass
og vi er veldig glade for å starte opp, sier utdanningsbyråd Tone Tellevik Dahl (Ap).
For første gang vil elever ved en offentlig skole få all undervisning på engelsk.
80 elever fra første til fjerde klasse ved Manglerud skole i Oslo skal ta del i en forsøksordning med engelsk grunnskoletilbud.
Etter at NRK først fortalte om planene i
vinter viste det seg at dette ikke kunne gjennomføres uten videre.
Opplæringsloven krever nemlig at offentlig grunnskoleundervisning skjer på
norsk eller samisk. Rett før skolestart godkjente imidlertid Utdanningsdirektoratet søknaden om å etablere tilbudet som et
forsøk.
— Det er spennende at man da kan dra
til masse forskjellige land rundt om i hele

Se > Grunnskole, side 21
English Synopsis: For the first time, a Norwegian
public school is offering instruction entirely in English. Eighty students in first through fourth grade are
registered for the new program at Manglerud School.

Aftenposten

Engasjementet har vært voldsomt etter
at tre menn ble frikjent for voldtekt av en 18
år gammel jente i Hemsedal i mars 2014.
Den ene taleren etter den andre roste
Andrea Voll Voldum for at hun sto frem og
fortalte om sine erfaringer etter at tre menn
ble frifunnet av Borgarting lagmannsrett.
Den 21 år gamle kvinnen var til stede
på Eidsvolls plass sammen med sin mor og
gode venner.
— Det er jo alle slags mennesker som
har kommet, menn, kvinner, unge og gamle.
Jeg opplever det som en enorm støtte, sier
Andrea Voll Voldum, tydelig rørt over at
så mange trosset kraftige regnbyger for å
markere sin støtte til voldtektsutsatte.
Kvinnefronten sto bak markeringer i
flere norske byer 8. august ettermiddag, for
kvinners rettssikkerhet.
— Voldtekt—en straffri forbrytelse, var
spørsmålet Kvinnefronten stilte i forkant av
demonstrasjonene.
— Det er tilnærmet straffrihet for
voldtekt i Norge og i verden. Hele 9,4
prosent av norske kvinner har blitt voldtatt.
Halvparten av dem som blir voldatt er under
18 år. Og bare 11 prosent anmelder, meldte
Nasjonalt kunnskapssenter om vold og traumatisk stress (NKVTS) i 2014.
— Det er ikke en rettsstat verdig at

Foto: Anette Karlsen / Aftenposten
En av parolene var «Jeg tror deg».

menn kan voldta kvinner helt straffefritt,
selv med overveldende bevis, som det er i
denne saken, heter det i Kvinnefrontens invitasjon til demonstrasjonene.
Da markeringen foran Stortinget startet,
var det et stort antall mennesker på plass—
ifølge politiet omtrent 500.
— Selv om det er en større andel
kvinner, er også mange menn til stede. De
oppmøtte er i alle aldre, melder Aftenpostens
reporter på stedet.
— Vi vil med denne markeringen vise
støtte til Andrea og andre voldtektsofre.

Se > protester, side 21
English Synopsis: On Aug. 8, after three men were
acquitted of rape charges, thousands participated in
protests around Norway for women’s legal rights.
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News

High-end gift giving
Norway considers
giving neighbor
Finland a mountain

Push for dual
citizenship
heats up
Lobbying by Norwegians
living abroad and resident
aliens in Norway puts on
pressure for change

M. Michael Brady
Asker, Norway

Finland, the sub-Arctic land of lakes and
forests, is mostly flat. But on its border with
Norway, there are mountains. One, Halti
Peak, at about 3° latitude north of the Arctic circle, is the highest point in the country,
marked by a cairn at an elevation of 4,324
feet above sea level.
But the cairn marks the highest point on
the border, not on the mountain. The summit of Halti Peak, or Haltitunturi in Finnish,
Háldičohkka in the Northern Sámi Language,
and Haldefjäll in Swedish (the other official
language of Finland) is 121 feet higher, some
600 feet to the north, in Norway.
So earlier this year a Facebook campaign
(www.facebook.com/Haltijubileum) started
proposing that the government cede the area
around the actual summit, some 3.7 acres, as a
token in commemoration of the December 6,
2017, Finnish centennial of its Declaration of
Independence. On July 25, Norwegian Prime
Minister Erna Solberg announced that the
proposal was being considered.
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Justin Cremer
The Local

Photo: Ppntori photo / Wikimedia Commons
Border marker cairn no. 302B at hightest point
in Finland.

If the government acts on the proposal
and cedes the peak to Finland, it may well be
the first time that a grassroots campaign has
prompted a country to donate a mountain top
to a neighbor.
Updated from article originally published in
Mountain Gazette (Boulder, Colorado) February 10, 2016.

A new campaign spearheaded by a former Norwegian citizen who now lives in her
own country as a foreigner and a British citizen permanently living in Norway hopes to
convince politicians to allow dual citizenship.
The lobbying group “Ja til dobbelt
statsborgerskap” (Yes to dual citizenship)
has released a new video in which a series
of Norwegians living abroad and foreigners
living in Norway share why dual citizenship
is important to them.
The founders of Ja til dobbelt statsborgerskap told The Local that, along with Norwegians Worldwide, they represent a “large
and growing movement” that is beginning to
win the argument on dual citizenship.

See > citizenship, page 6

Could Draken have made Duluth?
Great Lakes pilots
crunch numbers, say
Viking ship could’ve
finished its journey
Steven Dahlman
It may not be of practical relevance at
this point, but an association of Great Lakes
pilots says the Viking ship visiting from Norway did not have to end its expedition early.
Lakes Pilots Association, one of three
United States organizations providing pilotage service to ships crossing the Great Lakes,
estimates it would have cost the Draken
Harald Hårfagre, traveling at 8.5 knots, only
$145,000 to complete its journey as planned,
not $250,000 as the expedition has estimated
recently, nor an earlier estimate of $430,000.
“We do not know how their initial sensational figure of $430,000 was calculated,”
says the association, “but they would have to
consistently travel an average of 2.8 knots in
both rivers and lakes to achieve such a cost.”
The $145,000 should have been affordable, the association claims. Between sponsorships and what the general public could be
charged, the Draken, the largest Viking ship
built in modern times, could have raised at

The Draken in Chicago, Ill.

least $1.5 million from the events it attended.
“The foreign flag tall ships are the most
popular at these events,” says the association. “After paying an entrance fee to each
event, another $12 on average is charged per
person for a dockside tour of the ten or so
participating ships. When you add up these
fees, plus cruise fees of $65 to $150 per person and sponsorships of up to $45,000 per
port, the total revenue collected by a foreign
flag tall ship could easily exceed $1.5 million
just in the U.S. ports alone.”
The expedition says it was surprised to
learn their ship would have to pay as much

&

Photo: Nancy Andersen

as $400 per hour for a pilot to be on board
to help with navigation. A fundraising campaign netted $139,000, but the Draken crew
decided to skip an appearance in Duluth,
Minnesota, and sail east after a stop at the
Tall Ship Festival in Green Bay, Wisconsin.
The ship will also miss planned stops in New
York and Connecticut.
The cost to get as far as Green Bay, according to Lakes Pilots Association, was
$79,000. The trip from Green Bay to New
York should cost another $38,000.

See > draken, page 19
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This week in brief
Stein Hoff saved in dramatic rescue

After 84 days at sea, Stein Hoff’s dream
of rowing alone across the Atlantic Ocean
from Manhattan to England came to an
end when he was rescued after being hit
by extreme weather.
The 70-year-old Norwegian rower
faced winds up to 60 knots and waves
reaching nine meters, causing his boat to
be under water several minutes at a time.
During the storm, Hoff’s rudder was damaged, his oars were destroyed, and his anchor was lost. His emergency signal went
off on the morning of August 6, and he was
rescued by the tanker Ludolf Oldendorff
later that day and brought to Canada.
(Staff compilation)

Someone in Norway stole a giant
dinosaur leg

In what can only be described as an unusual crime, someone has made off with the
leg of a 17-meter fiberglass dinosaur from
Dinoworld Norge in western Norway.
The traveling dinosaur exhibition
discovered on Aug. 14 that its Diplodocus
model was missing one of its legs. The
massive leg had been strapped to a trailer
along with the other pieces of the model.
The family that owns the exhibition
is appealing to the thief to return the leg:
“We don’t care ... what has happened, we
just want it back. We can clearly see the
humor in this, but ... it won’t quite be the
same for the kids if the dinosaur is missing a leg,” exhibition spokesman Magnus
Winther told Dagbladet.
Winther said that they have not yet
gone to the police. “It doesn’t seem very
likely that they would put a lot of resources into finding a dinosaur leg,” he said.
“What we are wondering is if there
is someone out there who woke up from
a party with a dinosaur leg in their bed.
It’s okay to have a one-night stand, but
we want our leg back,” he added.
(Norway Post / NRK / SSB)

Preikestolen air for sale

Loop North News

theforeigner.no
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A Norwegian company is offering the Pulpit Rock-based canned product for those
wishing to buy something other than trolls.
“We got the idea after reading articles about how many people in the world
die due to air pollution each year,” Benjamin Knupper, Chairman of the Board at
Pulpit Air AS tells The Foreigner.
Norway, like other countries, has
pollution problems in its cities. At the
same time, the nation is also known for
its nature, clean water, and fresh air.
Each 7.7-liter can, which costs between NOK 120 and 150 apiece (roughly
USD 15-18) contains about 160 shots of
air, according to Knupper. The air, which
comes from the Lysefjord area, is dispensed by pushing the top-mounted button and using the included facemask.
Selling fresh air in a container is
nothing new. Britain’s Leo De Watts is offering jars of air collected from locations
like Somerset, Wales, and Yorkshire. And
Canadian company Vitality Air has been
selling air from the Rocky Mountains to
China since last year.
Knupper tells regional publication
Stavanger Aftenblad that “people know
that they’re purchasing air.”
“I don’t feel that we’re pulling the
wool over consumers’ eyes,” he concludes.
(Michael Sandelson / The Foreigner)
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Business News & Notes
Replenishment of Snøhvit gas

The Songa Enabler drilling rig has started
drilling a new injection well for CO2 gas on
the Snøhvit field off the coast of Hammerfest. Next a production well will be drilled
for replenishment of gas for Hammerfest
LNG.
Snøhvit is still the only LNG project in
the world capturing and storing CO2 separated from the well stream in a dedicated
formation offshore.
So far more than four million metric
tons of CO2 from Snøhvit have been stored.
The stored CO2 is being monitored in order
to ensure that it does not mix with the main
producing reservoir. A new CO2 injection
well is now required.
After the new CO2 injector is installed,
the rig will move on to drill the first new production well at Snøhvit since the field came
on stream in 2007. The drilling campaign is
planned to last until Christmas.
The CO2 solution project was established in 2013 in order to build and install a
new CO2 injection well, replacing the original injector that over time would leak CO2
into the gas reservoir on the Snøhvit field.
“Hammerfest LNG needed replenishment of gas in order to maintain the high
production and capacity utilization at the
plant, while ensuring sustainable CO2 storage. This project is therefore important to
Statoil,” says Geir Owren, asset owner representative for the project.
In the summer of 2015, an extensive
marine campaign was performed. Pipelines
and a template for the CO2 project were
installed and tied in to the existing subsea
facility on the Snøhvit field. The new subsea facility was built and installed without
injuries and well within the budget of NOK
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Another firm in western Norway plans to
offer wealthy consumers in Asia the chance
to inhale Norwegian air compressed into a
container.
The Alpine Air Company intends to
sell the product for some USD 100 (about
NOK 820) per can.
Roughly 80 doses are available. The
can contains approximately three liters of
clean Norwegian air taken from various
destinations around the country, not just
Pulpit Rock.
“We also offer air [taken] from elsewhere, especially northern Norway. Tourism in both locations can boost our sales,”
engineer Ted Jonassen, who heads Alpine
Air, told business website E24.no.
(Michael Sandelson / The Foreigner)
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The Viking mindset
The future of Norway depends on whether
it is willing to learn from failure, says
previous Brain of the Year Leif Edvinsson

Rogaland businesses continue air
acquisition aims

Oslo Børs: Week at a Glance

Exchange Rates
Norsk Kr.
Dansk Kr.
Svensk Kr.
Islandsk Kr.
Canadian $
Euro		

2.5 billion.
“The distance to the Barents Sea presents extra challenges with regard to mobilization and sailing time, which requires
careful planning, thorough preparations, and
close cooperation with the suppliers. We are
pleased both with the equipment suppliers
and marine operations, which resulted in
successful project implementation,” says
project leader Sveinung Øvretveit.
The next big development step for
Hammerfest LNG is the development of the
Askeladd field, which is part of the plan for
development and operation of the Snøhvit
license. It is expected to come on stream
in 2020/2021. This development step will
help ensure full utilization of the capacity at
Hammerfest LNG.
(Statoil)
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Losers

NOK

Change

Fred. Olsen Energy
16.10 12.98%
RenoNorden
18.20 10.30%
Havila Shipping
1.79 7.83%
0.34 6.25%
BW Offshore Limited
The Scottish Salmon Co. 7.43 5.69%

Name

NOK

Prosafe
Bionor Pharma
SeaBird Exploration
Incus Investor
Deep Sea Supply

0.84
0.48
9.70
1.87
1.60

Change

-10.64%

-7.69%
-7.62%
-6.50%
-5.88%

For detailed information about the Oslo Børs, visit www.dn.no.

READY OR NOT,
HERE LIFE COMES
Life insurance can help
you live it your way

Protection when you need it for your
growing family. Options to help with
financial goals along the way. Flexibility
to help power your retirement.
Get life insurance—for the way you
live. Contact a local Thrivent Financial
representative or visit
Thrivent.com/readyornot today.

This is a solicitation for insurance. A Thrivent Financial representative may contact you. Insurance products
issued or offered by Thrivent Financial, the marketing name for Thrivent Financial for Lutherans, Appleton, WI.
Not all products are available in all states. Thrivent Financial representatives are licensed insurance
agents/producers of Thrivent. For additional important information, visit Thrivent.com/disclosures.
Appleton, Wisconsin • Minneapolis, Minnesota • Thrivent.com • 800-847-4836 •
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Julie Vissgren
InnoMag

Best known for his pioneering work
on Intellectual Capital, Leif Edvinsson is a
Swedish professor, consultant, and organizational theorist. He was awarded the Brain
of the Year award in 1998 and became the
world’s first professor of Intellectual Capital
in 2000 at Lund University. In this interview
with the editor of InnoMag, Julie Vissgren,
Edvinsson shares his thoughts on his work,
his inspirations, and the state of Norway.
Julie Vissgren: What is your passion and
how is it reflected in your work?
Leif Edvinsson: Design, because it adds to
good mental health and enjoyment of life.
It gives you a mental impact, whether you
believe it or not. That’s why office design is
so important. In order to have an innovative
mind, you have to surround yourself with
mindful things in a good context—everything from furniture to good lighting. You
also need to have the right amount of oxygen
to fertilize your mind and a good balance between Ying and Yang.
JV: Who/what inspires you the most?
LE: Questioning patterns and talking to good
journalists. When I founded and worked at
the Skandia Future Centre, I had at least one
journalistic conversation per day. These were
of mutual benefit because I got the help to
codify some of my thinking into words and
different languages. Good questions create
new patterns in your head and are essential if
you want to develop new insights.
JV: As the Grandfather of Intellectual Capital (IC), can you explain to our readers what
it is and why it is important?
LE: IC is not about financial capital, which is
usually what you associate the word with. IC
is about derived insights of head-value and
the hidden assets for future well-being. The
roots for the fruits.
JV: What do you see as being most challenging for Norway during these recent times of

Photo courtesy of InnoMag
Leif Edvinsson.

restructuring?
LE: The challenge for Norway is to have
something else beyond the oil. Norway was
once a very successful shipping nation and
has been a very successful oil nation—but
if you have the same type of cultivation for
too long, you no longer have the nutrition
to maintain a sustainable harvest. You can’t
keep fishing only one fish in the sea, and that
goes for innovation as well. It needs to be
multidimensional and cross-generational,
where you mix old and new thinking.
However, the issue is not innovation,
but continuous renewal. If you take your
body as an example, roughly all the cells you
have weren’t there five years ago—it’s been
renewed at different speeds. Your mouth for
instance recovers very quickly, but if you
break a leg, it takes a lot longer. The speed of
renewal in a society is therefore very important. But speed is not enough—you have to
be able to shift patterns as well. So it is about
navigational velocity on all levels.
JV: So if you compare Norway to a body
part—which part would we be right now?
LE: Norway might be close to a broken arm!
Unless you have the courage and support
to renew, you will not sustain. Norway and
Sweden are not culturally very overseeing
with mistakes like the Americans are. Being open to learning from failure and rapid
learning will be critical navigational skills
for the future of Norway. You need to have
the mindset of the Vikings—to have both the
courage and support to explore the unknown.
Norway has tremendous potential with
all the international intellectual capital you
have, but you need to create an environment
where it’s allowed for rapid prototyping and
futurizing with the resources available in order to find new approaches.
This article was originally published on InnoMag at www.innomag.no/the-courage-toexplore-the-unknown.
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Scatec Solar enjoys blue skies in America
The Norwegian-based solar power producer has secured several projects in the US market
Rasmus Falck
Oslo, Norway

Headquartered in Oslo, Scatec Solar is
an independent solar power producer that
delivers affordable and sustainable sources
of clean energy. The company develops,
builds, owns, and operates power plants.
Their mission is to deliver competitive and
sustainable solar energy globally, to protect
the environment, and to improve quality of
life through innovative integration of reliable technology.
The U.S. is one of the largest solar energy markets globally and is expected to
continue to grow based on strong market
fundamentals. California has been the frontrunner in this development, but other states
are now following suit. Scatec Solar entered
the U.S. market in 2009 and has successfully
developed and sold projects in California and
Hawaii. They are operating out of San Francisco and have secured more than 100 MW of
projects in Utah and Hawaii. The company’s
renewable park in Utah is located in Parowan,
an area with excellent solar irradiation.
Over the past few years, utility-scale
solar projects have risen from relative newcomers to the U.S. solar market to the fastestgrowing segment of the industry, due in part
to federal and state policy incentives such as
the solar investment tax credit. The project
in Utah was financed with Google providing
tax equity, the Prudential Capital Group providing the debt financing, and Scatec Solar
providing sponsor equity. Swinerton Renewable Energy provided the turnkey engineering, procurement, and construction services
for the project.
Scatec Solar retains the ownership of
the Renewable Energy Certificates generated by the park. These are made available

for sale to third parties who may or may not
be located in Utah. The project is the largest
solar power plant constructed by the company in North America. Eighty percent of
the project workforce was sourced from the
local community, creating both construction
and long-term employment opportunities in
the region.
The founder of the company is serial entrepreneur Alf Bjørseth. He founded Renewable Energy Corporation (REC) in the ’90s
and received almost NOK one billion when
he sold out just before listing the company in
2006. He put almost NOK 300 million into
Scatec Solar, which had its market entry into
the rooftop business in 2001 and is now a
larger success than REC.
The CEO is Raymond Carlsen. He came
to Scatec Solar in 2009 from Aker, where
he was responsible for the development of
energy-related businesses. He has a Master

of Science degree from the Florida Institute
of Technology.
In the early years, the company received
the U.S. award for “Best Renewable Project
of the Year.” Its revenue last year was NOK
881 million. Today they are also in South
Africa, the Czech Republic, Rwanda, Honduras, and Jordan, and they have more projects in the pipeline in Brazil. The company
has been listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange
since 2014. An analyst recently recommended buying the company’s shares for your
children’s savings account.

Photo courtesy of Scatec Solar
One of Scatec’s projects, the Utah Red Hills Renewable Park.

Rasmus Falck is a strong
innovation and entrepreneurship advocate. The author of “What do the best
do better” and “The board
of directors as a resource
in SME,” he received his
masters degree from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. He currently
lives in Oslo, Norway.
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< citizenship
From page 3

“The [political] parties are starting to
understand that the argument frequently
used—which is loyalty—is emotion-based
and not backed by any facts or data, that dual
citizenship does not threaten Norwegian culture or values, and that dual citizenship does
not mean it will be easier to be a Norwegian
citizen,” Donna Fox and Cecilie Myhre said
in an email.
Norway is the only Nordic country and
one of only a handful of European nations that
does not allow dual citizenship. In March, a
parliamentary committee formally asked the
government to look into changing the policy.
Fox and Myhre hope that sharing personal stories like their own will help to win
over opponents of dual citizenship.
“Most of the focus previously has been
on permanent residents seeking Norwegian
citizenship, however the lobbying has raised
awareness about both permanent residents
and the number of Norwegians affected, including previous Norwegians living abroad
and previous Norwegians living as a foreigner in Norway!” they wrote.
The group also contends that Norway’s
citizenship laws are arbitrary. Their video includes the story of Anita and Jannicke, two
sisters who have an Australian father and a
Norwegian mother. One was born in Norway
and thus can’t share her father’s citizenship
while the other was born in Australia and
was automatically granted dual citizenship.
“Although dual citizenship is permitted
in Norway by exception in a limited range
of circumstances, the majority of people are
without this option,” Fox and Myhre wrote.
“This is unfair and discriminatory. People
are unable to participate in the democracy
where they live and by giving up one’s birth
citizenship, one is effectively either locked
out of their other home country or becomes a
foreigner there.”
Norwegians living abroad have been inundating politicians with pleas for dual citizenship, and Fox and Myhre are optimistic
that the change will come.
In addition to their new video campaign,
they also hosted a dual citizenship debate on
August 19 at the annual political forum Arendalsuka.
Fox and Myhre don’t have to look far
for inspiration. Dual citizenship took effect
in neighboring Denmark on September 1,
2015, after years of lobbying by expat groups
and the organization Danes Worldwide, a
sister group to Norwegians Worldwide.

A message from Editor-in-chief Emily C. Skaftun
Join the conversation!

Ikke dårlig vær, bare dårlig klær?
I knew right away when I stepped off
the plane that I’d made a mistake. Skirts
and tank tops had no place in my luggage
for this trip to Oslo and the Gudbrandsdalen valley in August.
I thought I had planned so carefully. The weather forecast showed some
rain for my trip, but temperatures in the
60s—not my preferred beach weather,
but not so dissimilar from the old school
“summer” Seattle had been experiencing. I packed the sort of clothes I’d been
wearing. I very carefully prepared a special clothing plan for an outdoor event in
the mountains: long underwear, a wool
sweater to be acquired in Norway, and
waterproof outer layers. It’s the mountains, yes, but it’s still summer, I thought.
How cold could it be?
A Norwegian relative of mine shared
a quote with me, of uncertain origin:
“Norway has two winters, one of them
white and the other green. The green one
is the worst, because they don’t use the
fireplace.” Whoever said it, that was exactly the phenomenon I experienced. In
Oslo hotels the boilers are off, so forget
about heating up your chilly room.
Put on more clothing! Norway is like
a frugal father telling his kids not to touch
the thermostat. The phrase “there’s no such
thing as bad weather, only bad clothing,”
is bandied about so much that it’s a Norwegian cliché, but do people really believe
it? The unseasonably chilly weather (yes,
even for Norway!) was a frequent subject
for conversation, so I ended up asking a
great many Norwegians their thoughts on
the truth of the truism.
It was hard to find many who would
speak out against their country’s weather.
The final tally came in with eight firmly
agreeing with the saying, four admitting
that there is sometimes bad weather, and
three weaseling away from the question
by saying that it’s really both. For example, Ingrid, a Norwegian working in
the U.S. Embassy, said immediately that
there was bad weather. Her reasoning:

Photo: Emily C. Skaftun
As it turns out, I really don’t take a lot of photos when it’s raining. So here’s a shot from the relatively “nice” weather before the rain started at the Peer Gynt performance. I was concerned that
that woman on the left was going to die, since she was wearing at least four fewer layers than I had
on and was already shivering. Hanne Maren, right, is fully bundled up, and she spent most of the
evening inside a tent.

she’d been biking into work and had forgotten her rain pants, and when she got in water
literally poured out of her shoes.
“So if you’d been wearing your rain
pants it would have been okay?” I asked.
Indeed. So whose point had she just
proven? Camilla from Visit Lillehammer
neatly summed up a sentiment I heard repeatedly: “There is bad weather, but there is
also really good clothing.”
Kate from Norwegians Worldwide was
adamant that the saying was true. She said
she’d been camping during rains that had
closed roads with their resulting floods and
thought, “It’s a bit wet.”
Cecile from Lillehammer’s stunning Art
Museum was the most outspoken in supporting the existence of bad weather, but qualified it by saying she wasn’t a very typical
Norwegian. Typical Norwegians, she told
me, wear very sensible clothing. Her style is,
predictably, more artistic.
Even in the mountains at Lake Gålå,

where actors perform outdoors in all
weather, often wearing what I would
consider very “bad” clothing, I couldn’t
find anyone to condemn it. “The weather
is part of the performance,” said Reidar,
who dies in the play and must lie still on
the often-wet ground. Another performer
talked about adapting one’s performance
to match the surroundings, making motions bigger.
I have nothing but admiration for
these stalwart souls who embody the theatrical cliché “the show must go on.” I
sat in the audience, wearing an additional
four layers over and under the careful
plan I’d made, wrapped in ponchos and
a loaned woolen blanket, and found it
mildly distressing when it started to rain.
It rained steadily for the rest of the show,
at least two hours during which not one of
the actors let on that there was any kind

See > weather, page 7
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< weather
From page 6

of weather, despite being at times shirtless, often barefoot, sometimes wading
into lake water I can’t imagine was much
above freezing.
International developer for the festival Hanne Maren, who did say, “I’m
starting to feel there is something wrong
with that saying,” tacitly admitting to the
existence of bad weather, denied that that
evening’s rain qualified. It had been a nice
night, she said. It was a balmy 12 degrees!
(Celsius, of course). What was I complaining about?
I’d often thought there was an element of victim-blaming to the saying
about bad clothing. It seems to say, “Oh,
you’re cold? Should have been wearing a
better coat.”
But perhaps it’s even more accurate to
say that it’s a bit classist. I had considered
buying rain pants for this trip, but the high
price tag put me off. Hanne Maren loaned
me a pair of hers, saying that you should
never buy something for a trip, but only
if you really need it in your life. But then
how is a person to visit a place like Norway? For some, “bad” clothing is the only
kind they can afford.
So what is the answer? For me, I
think there’s quite a lot that counts as bad
weather—hurricanes and tornadoes leap
to mind. But barring weather warranting
a Red Cross response, I’m willing to entertain the notion that there is some level
of clothing out there that would make it all
okay, or even enjoyable. I simply haven’t
found it yet.

Breivik v. human rights: reactions from our Facebook page
Karen Ford: The Norwegian prison system
is used as a model of how to rehab the majority of prison inmates. However, Anders
Behring [Breivik] is a very special case. He
needs to be treated as the psychopath that he
is. He is using the “system” to his advantage
and the Norwegian justice system needs to
look at the entire picture, including all that
is known about him. It is sad to see this man
perverting the system in his perverted way!
Jody Steakley: I totally agree. He
cannot be rehabbed. He is an evil human being. What the prison system is
spending to keep him out of the general population is awful. They need to
let him with other prisoners. Problem
solved. He sued the government and
lost, but his attorney fees were paid.
That is so unimaginable.
Karen Ford: Having studied Criminology in college and having observed
many aspects of the American system,
the Norwegians are trying a very different approach to provide the counselling, education, and job training skills
so that upon release, these former prisoners are employable. The recidivism
rate (the statistical re-offending rate of
former prisoners) is extremely low, as
opposed to the American reoffenders.
This man is probably never going to be retrained to become a good

citizen. He has proved to the world
that he is a walking time bomb. His
psychological profile is off the charts
and he is a danger to all around him. In
the States, he would be in a maximum
security prison, like the one in Colorado where the “Unibomber” is currently housed in solitary confinement
23 hours a day.
Geir Bentzen: This was a one-judge decision, and it has been appealed by the State
of Norway. The ruling may not be upheld.
Breivik is hated by the people and hated by
the prison population. He wants contact with
other prisoners, but they want none of him.
He can play video games in his cell, but he
has no internet or other online access. Part of
his complaint was that he is kept in total isolation from all other humans except guards
and defined contacts.
The Norwegian system is based on the
thought that all humans have something
good in them and that they can and should
be rehabilitated to a peaceful and productive life after serving their sentence. Breivik
will never be let out, but it may be assumed
that he receives counseling to make him understand the consequences of what he did. I
think understanding those will increase his
suffering over time.
Join the conversation at www.facebook.com/
naweekly!
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Two bronze medals in rowing for Norway

Two of three Norwegian teams brought home medals, but veteran Olaf Tufte wasn’t satisfied
Cathrine Løvaas
Bergen, Norway

Double sculls
In Rio, Olaf Tufte (40) competed in his
fourth Olympic Games and took his 11th
medal overall, while the bronze was the first
medal for his partner Kjetil Borch (26).
After a difficult first 500 meters, the
Norwegian rowers in the men’s double sculls
had to do something, and Tufte claimed they
had no choice.
“We had to ‘push the button,’” he said.
They sped up just 900 meters into the
2-kilometer race, even though it wasn’t
meant to happen until they were 300 meters
from the finish.
With 250 meters left, Tufte and Borch
were gaining on the Sinković brothers of Croatia and Lithuanians Mindaugas Griškonis and
Saulius Ritter, but the Norwegians weren’t
able to beat them. The gold and silver went to
Croatia and Lithuania, respectively.
Some profanities passed over Tufte’s lips
when crossing the finish line, and when asked
whether he was disappointed he answered:
“It’s vulgar not to be happy when you
get on the podium at the Olympics, but I was
a bit disappointed at the moment because we
failed to evoke those at the top,” said Tufte
when he met the journalists in the press zone
after the heat, and he couldn’t hide his tears.
After receiving the medal, Tufte picked
up his kids and took them to the podium. It’s
against IOC rules for athletes to receive visits from others on the podium. A guard tried
to stop them, but he didn’t care.
“I got a go on it from Gerhard Heiberg,
and I guess he is higher in the hierarchy than

Photos: (above) Geir Owe Fredheim /
courtesy of Norges Idrettsforbund,
(right) Karl Filip Singdahlsen / NIF /
courtesy of Norges Idrettsforbund
Above: Are Strandli and Kristoffer Brun took
bronze in the men’s lightweight double sculls.
Right: Kjetil Borch and Olaf Tufte also took home
bronze medals, Tufte with some disappointment
that his 11th Olympic medal was not gold.

Tippeligaen

Norway’s Premier League
res u lts
8/13

Bodø/Glimt

1 – 1 Lillestrøm

8/13

Vålerenga

3 – 2 Brann

8/14

Aalesund

0 – 2 Molde

8/14

Haugesund

2 – 1 Tromsø

8/14

Strømsgodset 1 – 1 Start

8/14

Odd

0 – 0 Sarpsborg 08

8/14

Rosenborg

3 – 1 Sogndal

8/14

Viking

2 – 2 Stabæk

8/19

Vålerenga

1 – 1 Bodø/Glimt

8/20

Lillestrøm

1 – 1 Haugesund

8/21

Sarpsborg 08

1 – 0 Strømsgodset

8/21

Brann

1 – 1 Rosenborg

8/21

Molde

4 – 2 Odd

8/21

Stabæk

3 – 0 Aalesund

8/21

Start

1 – 1 Sogndal

8/21

Tromsø

2 – 1 Viking

S tand i n g s
Teams			
1. Rosenborg		
2. Odd			
3. Brann			
4. Haugesund
5. Sarpsborg 08		
6. Strømsgodset		
7. Molde		
8. Viking		
9. Sogndal		
10. Vålerenga		
11. Tromsø		
12. Lillestrøm
13. Bodø/Glimt		
14. Stabæk		
15. Aalesund		
16. Start			

PLD
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

To read more about football in Norway, visit www.uefa.com

PTS
50
38
37
35
35
34
34
31
27
25
24
22
21
20
19
9

the guard, so I didn’t care. My little girl was
so small when I won in Beijing and was in
Norway at the time. I wanted my kids to remember this one.”
Present at the stands were Tufte’s wife
Aina Tufte and his parents. She told the press
that because he always aims for the best, he
was likely to be disappointed. She further
mentioned that this is the reason why they
have gotten this far.
Single sculls
Nils Jakob Hoff (31) said it himself
when he said that he should have had more
training in the single sculls, and it was quite
obvious. He was forced to start training for
single sculls this spring after he lost his seat
in the double scull to Tufte.
During the semifinals, Hoff was already
10.5 seconds behind the first boat at 1000
meters. At 1500 meters, the distance was
even greater at 23.2 seconds. In the end he
came in last, more than 40 seconds after the
winner Ondřej Synek from the Czech Republic. Synek went on to take the bronze in
the finals, behind Damir Martin of Croatia in
second and Mahé Drysdale of New Zealand
in first.
Lightweight double sculls
Over the nine years they have been rowing together, Are Strandli (27) and Kristoffer Brun (28) have won 13 medals together

in international competitions, and they were
in it together once again in the men’s lightweight double sculls in Rio.
Norway led after 200 meters and after
500 meters were just a tenth of a second behind the leader France.
“I could tell we were on line and that it
was very even. We thought we were going
to take the gold medal at 1500 meters. The
dream was gold, but we won a bronze,” said
Brun.
Kristoffer Brun wasn’t able to remember much from the last 250 meters of the
heat, and the final became a thriller. In the
end, only 0.69 seconds separated the French
team of Jérémie Azou and Pierre Houin in
first, Gary and Paul O’Donovan of Ireland in
second, and Norway in third.
The two bronzes in rowing were Norway’s first medals in the Rio Olympics.
Cathrine Løvaas (41) is
a Norwegian freelancer
from Bergen, Norway.
She has a BA in History
from Nord Universitet and
writes about history, culture, sports, health, safety
and environment, cats, and
contract law. She runs a company that takes
care of pets, and she loves weightlifting, photography, and literature. Meet her at www.norwegianfreelance.no and www.pusepass.no.
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Norway in the Olympics:

Bryhn carries flag

Sports News & Notes
Handball: “Håndballjentene” take
bronze

Norway lost the chance to defend their gold
when Russia defeated them 38-37 in the
semifinals.
In the bronze medal match, Norway
beat the Netherlands by 10 goals to secure
the Olympic bronze. The handball team was
superior from the start and led by five goals
within the first seven minutes. From there
on out, Norway kept the lead and eventually won 36-26.
(NRK)

Wrestling: Bronze to Berge

Stig-André Berge took bronze in the Olympics after beating Rovsjan Bajramov from
Azerbaijan. The match in the 59-kg class
was tied 1-1, but Berge took the last point
and therefore got the victory.
(NRK)

Golf: No medal for Tutta
Photo: Karl Filip Singdahlsen / NIF / courtesy of Norges Idrettsforbund
Ole-Kristian Bryhn leads team Norway into the Olympics in Rio.

Molly Jones

The Norwegian American
One of the most significant honors an
Olympian can experience is carrying their
country’s flag during the Parade of Nations.
This year, sport shooter Ole-Kristian Bryhn
was surprised yet honored to be selected as
Norway’s flag bearer for the opening ceremony of the Rio Olympics at the Maracanã
stadium on August 5.
“There has been some speculation about
who it would be, and we have considered
several candidates. There are several factors:
It must be a fantastic athlete with good international results who has vast experience and
can be a symbol of serious commitment in
a sport. At the same time, it must work with
the logistics, considering arrival and competitions,” explained Olympiatoppen’s elite
sports manager Tore Øvrebø, who made the
announcement on Aug. 3.
“Shooting is a very traditional sport. This
year it is 110 years since we took the first gold
for Norway in Olympic history,” he added,
referencing Gudbrand Skatteboe’s gold medal
on the 300-meter rifle in Athens in 1906. The
last time Norway’s flag bearer was a shooter
was Harald Stenvaag in Athens.
“When Tore Øvrebø asked if he could ask
me a question, I wondered what I had done
wrong now. I was shocked when he asked me
if I would carry the Norwegian flag during the
opening ceremony. It is an honor,” said the
27-year-old from Drammen who boasts 19
European and World Championship medals
with five gold, 10 silver, and four bronze.
Rio marks the athlete’s second Olympic
Games; Bryhn also competed at the 2012
London Olympics where he took 7th place in
the 50m rifle 3 positions final. Due to his late
competition schedule, however, he didn’t
make it to London for the opening ceremony
when canoe sprinter Mira Verås Larsen was
Norway’s flag bearer. Therefore, the experience was completely new for him in Rio.

According to TV 2, Olympiatoppen’s
first choice was golfer Suzann Pettersen, but
she declined. Rower Olaf Tufte had also noted
that he didn’t want to carry the flag, saying
that his only concern in Rio was rowing fast.
Mountain biker Gunn-Rita Dahle Flesjå
was also considered, but she did not compete
until Aug. 20 and therefore wasn’t in Rio in
time for the opening ceremony.
Three days after he proudly carried the
flag into the stadium, Bryhn competed in his
first event: the 10m air rifle. He scored 617.9
points, putting him in 40th place. Although
the result wasn’t great, Bryhn was still
pleased with himself that he stayed calm and
had many good shots during what is considered to be his weakest event, and he looked
forward to the 50m rifle prone on Aug. 12
and 50m rifle 3 positions on Aug. 14.
“Both on the prone and the 3 position, he
has good chances. Ole-Kristian took a hit last
year when he fell during training in the U.S.,
but he has worked hard after that. We think he
is in good enough shape to fight for a place
in the final. He has shown throughout many
years that he has been Norway’s best shooter
internationally,” said Norges Skytterforbund
Sports Manager Tor Idar Aune to VG.
Bryhn continued to struggle in the 50m
rifle prone, however, and came in at 43rd
place with 616.7 points.
But in the 50m rifle 3 positions, the Norwegian easily made it to the final with an
impressive third-place finish in the qualification. In the final, however, Bryhn finished
last with 400.4 points.
“I was pretty nervous and did not stay
calm enough. I have not had a good season,
so it’s good that I did so well in the qualification. I finished the qualifying round well. That
means a lot to me,” commented Bryhn to VG.
“Now I see that I can compete with the world
leaders. The Olympics mean the most.”
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Suzann Pettersen was long in a position
to fight for a medal, but the opportunity
slipped away in the second half of the final
round. “In my head, it was a good experience. At the same time I am extremely upset that I was not in the medal fight to the
very end,” said Pettersen.
(NRK)

Athletics: Pedersen almost made final

Isabelle Pedersen ran well and ended up in
third place in the last semifinal in the 100m
hurdles. Her time of 12.88 was unfortunate-

ly not quite good enough. In the end, Pedersen was only six hundredths away from the
Olympic final.
(NRK)

Athletics: New PR for Grøvdal

Karoline Bjerkeli Grøvdal continues to deliver in 2016. In the 5000m final, she ended
in seventh with a time of 14.57,53. It was a
personal best for the 26-year-old.
(NRK)

Athletics: Haukenes in seventh

Havard Haukenes walked into a solid seventh place in the 50km race on Aug. 19. The
race walker from Bergen set a personal record of 3:46.33.
(NRK)

Triathlon: Blummenfelt 13th

Kristian Blummenfelt ended up at 13th
place, 2:30 behind the gold medalist.
(NRK)

Marathon: Moen in 19th place

Sondre Nordstad Moen delivered a great
ending in the Olympic marathon and
crossed the finish line in 19th place with the
time of 2:14.17.
(NRK)

Athletics: Ingebrigtsen disqualified

Filip Ingebrigtsen was disqualified from the
1500m race after having pushed his way
ahead during the second trial heat. It was
Great Britain that submitted the protest.
(NRK)

Norway in the Rio Olympics
Norway has sent 62 athletes to
Rio to compete in Archery, Athletics,
Cycling, Golf, Gymnastics, Handball,
Rowing, Sailing, Shooting, Swimming, Taekwondo, Triathlon, and
Wrestling.

Altogether, they took home fourmedals, all bronze, two in Rowing,
one in Wrestling, and one in Handball.
Chin up, Norway. The Pyeong
Chang, South Korea, Winter Olympics
will be here in under two years!

Norwegian Lutheran Memorial Church
Den Norske Lutherske Minnekirke

The Norwegian Lutheran Memorial Church offers the best venue in Chicago for Norwegians
and Scandinavians to gather and celebrate Norwegian traditions. Along with Pastor David
Schoenknecht, we welcome you to our warm and friendly family of members. Bible Study starts
at 9:30am followed by worship service at 11am. Please visit us soon!

September 2016
Sept. 10 Logan Square House Walk
Waffles and tour beginning at 10am

Sept. 18 Good Shepherd Window Dedication
during 11am Service
Beginning Sept. 25
“Fantastisk 4th” every fourth
Sunday, family worship and Sunday
School

2614 North Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, IL 60647 • (773) 252-7335 • www.minnekirken-chicago.org

Vesterheim

the national Norwegian-American museum and heritage center
• The largest collection of Norwegian-American artifacts in the world
• A national center for folk-art classes • Open all year in Decorah, Iowa
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Permafrost thaw threatens mountains
New research shows in greater detail which parts of Scandinavian earth is permafrost

M. Michael Brady

Photos: (left) Kjersti Gisnås / University of Oslo, Department of Geosciences, (middle) Wikimedia Commons, (right) Oda Hveem
Left: Gisnås’s improved map of Scandinavian permafrost distribution.
Middle: The hospital in Longyearbyen, Svalbard, is built on piles so that the heat from the building won’t affect the underlying permafrost.
Right: Geoscientist Kjersti Gisnås of the Department of Avalanches and Rockslides of the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute.

Permafrost is permanently frozen
ground found mostly at high latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere. It was first observed
in 1577 by Sir Martin Frobisher on his second voyage in search of the Northwest Passage. But the word for it is relatively new,
perhaps because permanently frozen ground
attracted little attention for 300 years thereafter.
Then, in the late 19th century, Rus-

sian engineers became the first to cope with
permanently frozen ground in building the
Trans-Siberian railroad across frozen tundra. Later, around the turn of the century,
Gold Rush miners and engineers encountered similar problems. Likewise, in 1942
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dealt with
the complications of frozen ground in building the Alcan Highway from the contiguous
U.S. through Canada to Alaska. One of the

Asker, Norway
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outcomes of that undertaking was linguistic.
In 1943, the word “permafrost” came into
the language when Siemon W. Muller of the
U.S. Geological Survey proposed it as a contraction of the scientific term “permanently
frozen ground” in a report released by the
U.S. Army, Office of Chief of Engineers.
Today, 26 countries around the globe
conduct scientific research on permafrost
and have pooled their expertise in the International Permafrost Association and the
Global Terrestrial Network for Permafrost
(GTN-P). Many of the challenges have been
recognized since the early days of building
in permafrost zones. A variety of techniques
have been developed to cope with them,
such as building deep foundations or erecting buildings on piles to prevent foundation
failure due to permafrost thaw caused by the
heat of the building.
A more alarming challenge has recently
arisen in the High North. Global warming
may destabilize the mountains of Scandinavia as it progressively thaws the permafrost
that binds them together. Unstable mountain
slopes threaten roads, railroads, buildings,
and lives. Moreover, thawing of the permafrost areas of the marshes of the High North
may release enormous quantities of greenhouse gasses. The contribution from Scandinavian marshes is small compared to the
contributions from the far larger marshes of
Siberia, Alaska, and the Yukon. But it’s a
substantiated threat, as clear signs of the degradation of Scandinavian marshes have been
observed over the past 50 years. The challenge then is to understand how permafrost
in mountainous areas will respond to future
climate change.
That’s easier said than done. Permafrost
isn’t readily apparent. It may start near a
ground surface or deeper down. It’s formed
and sustained by the low overall temperature of a land area but also depends on local variations in vegetation, soil properties,
and wintertime snow cover. The wind-driven
drifting of snow can lead to extreme variations in snow depth over short distances on
the ground, depending on topography and on
prevailing winter winds. So there’s no clear
overview of where permafrost is located and
consequently can be troublesome if it thaws.
Geoscientist Kjersti Gisnås of the De-

partment of Avalanches and Rockslides of
the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute saw
that gap in the knowledge of permafrost as a
problem worthy of attack. So she researched
it and this past April presented her findings
in a University of Oslo doctoral dissertation.
Her research had started with an assessment of the drawbacks of the customary methods of producing permafrost maps.
Drilling holes in ground to measure subsurface temperatures is accurate but indicates
permafrost conditions only at the points
where the holes are drilled. Broader overviews are extracted from wintertime measurements of snow cover. Because snow
actually is a good insulator, the deeper the
snow cover, the warmer the underlying
ground. But existing snow cover mapping
techniques, as used in climate research and
weather forecasting, produce low-resolution
images that cannot define details smaller
than about a kilometer (about six tenths of a
mile). So for the purposes of charting permafrost, they miss much, such as the frequent
variation in snow cover from deep in a valley
to zero on a blown-bare ridge just above it.
The ensuing research was devoted to
measurements in the field and to developing statistical methods to include small-scale
variations of snow cover in regional weather
and permafrost computational models. In
turn, the new models were used to generate an improved, higher-resolution map of
the distribution of permafrost in Scandinavia. As the new map shows, permafrost is
most prevalent in the central mountains of
southern Norway and in the mountain chains
along the border between Norway and Sweden in the far north.
Further reading:
Permafrost modelling over different
scales in arctic and high-mountain environments, by Kjersti Gisnås, University of Oslo,
Department of Geosciences, January 2016,
dissertation no. 1734, ISSN 1501-7710, link
to research archive with Abstract at www.
duo.uio.no/handle/10852/51037.
Permafrost by Louis L. Ray, U.S. Geological Survey public information monograph published 1993, modified August
2012, downloadable PDF at: pubs.er.usgs.
gov/publication/70039262.
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Birding the Future:

Norwegian sonic artist’s birdsong in DC
Christine Foster Meloni
Washington, D.C.

Norwegian artist Frank Ekeberg is a
participant in “Turf and Terrain,” the 2016
Foggy Bottom Outdoor Sculpture Biennial
in Washington, D.C. He and Krista Caballero collaborated on the multimedia installation Birding the Future, an interdisciplinary
work that aims to increase awareness of the
extinction of birds.
Ekeberg worked on the sound and Caballero the images, and they collaborated
equally on all other aspects of the work including the original concept and the scientific research upon which it is based.
Ekeberg is primarily interested in sonic
art and uses natural sound almost exclusively
as his source material. Visitors to this installation can hear recordings of authentic calls
of endangered and extinct bird species. They
can also view avian landscapes through a set
of stereoscopic cards.
As visitors approach the installation,
they will hear birdcalls and may wonder
where the birds are. Ekeberg provides the
answer:
“The sound actually comes from a
number of loudspeakers that are hidden in
the installation area. The sound consists of
calls of globally extinct birds as well as of
endangered birds in the region where the
work is presented. The level and distribution
of the speakers are balanced to integrate as
much as possible with the local surroundings
so that the audience has to listen carefully
to distinguish the sounds of the installation
from those that occur naturally in the area.
In the process they hopefully gain increased
awareness of the local birds that have their
homes in and around the installation area.”
He goes on to point out that “the work
also incorporates a rendering of the projected extinction rate for birds in the region, so
that the density and diversity of the bird calls
that are played back is gradually reduced
throughout the day. This is to give a sense of
the loss when birds go extinct.”
Visitors will find stereoscopic cards and
a stereoscope inside the installation. After
selecting one of the six cards and inserting
it into the stereoscope, their eyes will take a
few moments to adjust. Then an image with
distinct foreground, background, and middle
ground elements will appear as a three dimensional visual scene. With a little bit of
practice, Ekeberg says, one will see the 3D
effect almost immediately.
This stereoscopic technique was developed in the early 1800s and is a way of combining a pair of 2D images in the brain to
enhance the illusion of depth.
Curator Danielle O’Steen heard about
Birding the Future when Ekeberg and Ca-

Photos: (above) Krista Caballero,
(left) Christine Foster Meloni
Above: Frank Ekeberg in the field, collecting sounds for his
Birding the Future exhibit.
Left: The exhibit itself is a small stand with stereoscopic
cards of birds to go along with the sounds being played.

ballero, with whom she had worked in the
past, were showing it in Dubai after a previous showing in Australia. O’Steen was very
excited and says that she “loved the idea
of bringing it to Washington to continue its
international reach.” She explains why she
wanted it in her exhibit:
“This version of Birding the Future
marks the first edition for the U.S. and the
Mid-Atlantic. It fits very well into the premise of Turf and Terrain, which aims to expand
the landscape of Foggy Bottom by tapping
into forgotten histories and overlooked aspects of the neighborhood, including its
wildlife. Since the work is both physical object and sound, it complicates our assumptions of what outdoor sculpture should be.
This is another ambition of the exhibition,
as several works use interactive art and new
media in public space.”
What does Ekeberg want visitors to take

away from Birding the Future? He expresses
his hope that: “they will have learned something new about birds in their region and
about issues they are facing, and see the importance in protecting the birds and the ecosystems they are part of, not only because of
the birds themselves, but also because we
humans depend on and benefit enormously
from the work of birds and other species.
Protecting the health of all species is crucial
for our survival as well.
“One in eight of the world’s bird species are considered globally threatened, and
2% of all bird species are in imminent danger of extinction—of disappearing forever.
The state of the world's birds continues to
worsen, including rapidly declining population numbers of common birds, those that
are currently not categorized as endangered.
Most of the threats to birds are related to
human activities. In North America about a

The Scandinavian Hour
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www.1150kknw.com
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221 First Avenue West Suite 400
Seattle, Washington 98119

third of the birds are threatened with extinction, and a similar percentage is true for Norway. It is a very serious situation worldwide.
“When the birds are in danger, humans
also suffer. The state of the birds is a particularly good indication of the health of the
environment overall, and the focus on birds
is a way to show that everything connects to
everything else. So the inspiration is really a
concern about environmental issues in general, and birds are a very important component of that.”
Ekeberg has an undergraduate degree
in music from the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology in Trondheim,
Norway, an MFA in electronic music from
Mills College in Oakland, Calif., and a PhD
in electroacoustic music composition from
City University in London, UK. His work

See > birding, page 23
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An ice cream made of roasted summer
This icy summer treat pairs well with the everyday delicacy of aniseed waffles
Nevada Berg

Rollag, Norway
Berry season runs from July to August,
just before the touch of autumn stretches its
arms across Norway. Strawberries (jordbær),
cloudberries (multebær), currants (rips), raspberries (bringebær) and so many more berries
grow wild throughout parts of the country.
Here in the mountainous region of Numedal,
Norway, we are spoiled for choice. Picking and eating wild berries becomes a daily
afterthought; a part of each day’s routine as
we take a walk and stumble across seemingly
endless supplies of ripe berries. It is the time
when Norwegians indulge in the fresh flavors
and begin to preserve and store for the upcoming seasons.
Norwegians boast the best strawberries,
and they certainly have every right to do so.
The cooler summer temperatures and abundance of light create the perfect growing environment so the berries stay on the vine longer,
ripening into berries that burst with sweetness
and have a vibrant red color. Stands selling
berries pop up alongside roads and stores begin to carry “Norwegian grown” with locals
and visitors flocking to buy them. Wild strawberries, small and intense in flavor, dot along
the earth’s floor and become a game for kids
and adults alike to gather and savor.
With summer beginning to wind down, it
seems only right to indulge in one last hoorah,
which unites summer’s optimal treat of ice
cream with the last of the season’s strawberries. My sister and her family came to visit
us in Norway a few weeks ago, and it happened to coincide with my niece’s third birthday. With a marzipan cake (marsipankake)
in hand, the only thing left to make was an
accompaniment of ice cream and her only re-

quest was that it featured strawberries. So, off
for a walk we went to gather berries from the
forest floor.
My sister, who, like myself, loves to take
an ingredient or two and create from that,
developed this recipe. She had come across
an idea for roasted strawberry ice cream and
tweaked it into her own creation with a burst
of lemon and the addition of strawberry piec-

es folded into the creamy mixture.
This ice cream is truly divine and speaks
of Norwegian strawberries and summertime.
It is perfect on its own, in a cone, or better yet,
topped on fresh, Norwegian waffles. I have
included my recipe for aniseed waffles, which
pair well with the strawberry and lemon flavors. Waffles and ice cream—a delightful
way to celebrate any occasion!

Nevada Berg is a writer,
photographer, and recipe
developer living in Rollag,
Norway, in the Numedal
Valley. She shares the stories, traditions, and history
behind Norwegian food,
as well as inspiring dishes
from local and seasonal ingredients, at www.
northwildkitchen.com.

Roasted Strawberry & Lemon Ice Cream
(Jordbær Iskrem)
Ice Cream
1 1/4 cup heavy cream
1/3 tsp. lemon zest
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1/8 tsp. salt
4 egg yolks (we used fresh eggs from
the hens out back)
1 1/4 cup buttermilk (if you do not

Top: Berries are in beautiful abundance in Norway this time of year.
Above: Extra strawberries add texture to this divine summery ice cream.

Photos: Nevada Berg

have access to buttermilk, you can
add 1/2 tbsp. and 1 tsp. of fresh lemon
juice to whole milk)
Roasted Strawberries
2 cups fresh strawberries, diced
1/4 cup granulated sugar
2 tbsps. fresh lemon juice

Preheat the oven to 375 degrees. In a glass roasting dish, place strawberries, sugar, and
lemon juice and mix until evenly coated. Then place the pan in the oven and roast for roughly
10-12 minutes. After it is done roasting, you will want to puree the mixture. (You will have
leftovers that can be used as well for a topping on Norwegian waffles).
Meanwhile, in a large saucepan add the cream, lemon zest, sugar, and salt and bring to a
low simmer so that all the sugar is melted. Reduce to a low temperature and cover the saucepan with a lid. Cook the mixture for roughly 15 to 20 minutes, stirring occasionally.
Remove the mixture from the heat, and in a small bowl add the egg yolks. Slowly whisk
in 1/4 cup of the cream mixture to temper the eggs (the last thing you want is cooked egg yolk
ice cream). Once the eggs are brought to temperature, slowly whisk the egg mixture back into
the pan, and place back on medium heat. You will want to cook the mixture until it starts to
thicken slightly, or coats the spoon. This process should take about 10 minutes. Make sure to
stir occasionally.
Once the mixture has slightly thickened, remove from heat and add the buttermilk. After
you have mixed in the buttermilk, place a strainer over a bowl and pour the mixture through.
This will remove any lumps that may have occurred, or any cooked egg. In the bowl, add 1/2
cup of the strawberry puree. Mix well and then cover bowl.
Chill overnight, and then follow your ice cream machine directions on making the finished product. We added diced fresh strawberries (3/4 cup) right before the ice cream was
finished to give it some texture.
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Photos: Nevada Berg
Above: Waffles are delicious on their own, but they’re even better with ice cream.
Right: Another shot of the Roasted Strawberry and Lemon Ice Cream, with a marzipan birthday cake
in the background.

Aniseed Waffles
(Vafler med Anis)
adapted from Sjømannskirken Verdens Beste Vafler
2 eggs
1/2 cup sugar
0.8 cup buttermilk
2/3 cup milk
6 (scant) tbsps. water
2 1/2 cups flour

1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. vanilla extract
1/2 tsp. baking soda
2 1/2 tsps. aniseed, crushed finely
1 stick butter, melted

Whisk the eggs and sugar together until fluffy. Add 2/3 cup (0.6) of the buttermilk, saving the rest for later use. In a small bowl, blend the water, milk, and melted butter together.
Add this to the egg mixture and mix.
In another bowl, mix the flour, baking powder, and aniseed together. Add this to egg
mixture and gently blend.
Take the baking soda and mix it into the rest of the reserved buttermilk. Let it fizz up
before adding it to the rest of the batter. Do not over mix the batter, as this can cause the
waffles to be a bit tough.
Bake in a waffle iron. Serve with the Roasted Strawberry and Lemon Ice Cream or cream
and jam.
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Norway near you

What’s going on in your neighborhood?
california

Labor Day at Camp Norge
Sept. 3—5
Alta, Calif.
Come to Camp Norge for part of the weekend
or the entire three days! You will be able to
work on your Cultural Skills Pins and enjoy
delicious meals served in the Heritage Hall.
Enjoy horseshoe tournament, bingo, kids’
games, swimming pool fun, hiking, and more!
Bring your tent or RV or call Sandy at (530)
389-2508 to reserve a room. Visit www.campnorge.org/site/wp-content/uploads/NCK-Flyer-for-2016-v.2.pdf for registration form.
Rosemaling Seminar at Camp Norge
Sept. 24—25
Alta, Calif.
We will be painting a 14” scalloped scoop
plate. Karen Nelson is teaching an Os pattern
on a geranium background. Onya Tolmasoff is
teaching a Rogaland design on a black, blue,
and green background. Cost is $87. There is
an additional cost for accommodations. Visit
www.campnorge.org/site/wp-content/uploads/Registration-form-Fall-2016.pdf for registration form and more info.

Colorado

Romsdal Rosemaling Seminar
Sept. 9—11, 9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
Tabernash, Colo.
This three-day seminar for all skill levels covers the Romsdal style of rosemaling and is
taught by Toshiko Ogishi, VGM. Cost of $150
includes projects and paints and some supplies. At Church of the Eternal Hills.
Classic Rogaland Rosemaling Seminar
Sept. 23—25, 9:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Fraser, Colo.
This three-day seminar for all skill levels covers classic Rogaland rosemaling and is taught
by Toshiko Ogishi, VGM. Cost is $100 for SON
members; $125 non-members. At the Fraser
Valley Library.

DC

“Birding the Future”
now—Oct. 22
Washington, D.C.
Norwegian sonic artist Frank Ekeberg is one of
12 participants in the 2016 Arts in Foggy Bottom Outdoor Sculpture Biennial. He and Krista
Caballero have created an installation entitled
“Birding the Future” designed to raise awareness of the extinction of species of birds. This
work is located at 2520 I Street, NW in the
Foggy Bottom Historical District.

illinois

Scandinavian Day Festival
Sept. 11, 10:00 a.m.—6:00 p.m.
South Elgin, Ill.
The 37th annual festival will celebrate the
cultures of Scandinavia with entertainment
by Swedish band Jaerv, Leikarringen Heimhug
Norwegian folk dancers, ABBA Salute, and
more. There will also be a morning church service, free pony rides, face painting, Scandinavian food, vendors, displays, and Nordic beer
tasting. Admission $10; children 12 and under
free. At Vasa Park; free parking. Visit www.
scandinaviandayil.com for more info.
Viking Longship Tours
Sept. 17, 1:00—4:00 p.m.
Geneva, Ill.
Come to Good Templar Park to tour a 78-footlong replica Viking longship, built in 1893. The
public is invited to take guided or self-guided
tours. Thirty-minute guided tours begin every
30 minutes. The last guided tour of the day is
at 3:30 p.m.Guided group tours are available
by appointment. A two-week advance reservation is required. Parking is free. Cost is $5

for adults and $3 for teens. Call (630) 753-9412 or
email viking1893@gmail.com for more info.

iowa

Skål! Scandinavian Spirits at Vesterheim
now—Dec. 31
Decorah, Iowa
This exciting traveling exhibition shares the history and traditions of drinking culture in Sweden,
Norway, and Denmark, and how those traditions
carried into the U.S. There will be a members-only
opening on Sept. 9 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. and 7:00
to 8:00 p.m with aquavit tastings, food pairings,
and guided tours. RSVP to (563) 382-9681, ext.
109, or nklein@vesterheim.org.

massachusetts

Book Talk and Signing with George Lakey
Sept. 8, 7:00 p.m.
Boston, Mass.
In Viking Economics, George Lakey shows how
countries like Norway, Sweden, and Denmark not
only rank high in social programs like universal
health care and free college education but also
lead the world in business startups. At the Jamaica Plain Forum at First Church UU. Visit www.
jamaicaplainforum.org for more info.
Smörgåsbord Nordic Food Festival
Sept. 24, 11:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
Newton, Mass.
This festival is New England’s only event of its
kind. Highlights include tasting stations from
Denmark, Iceland, Sweden, Finland, and Norway,
Nordic vendors, live music, guest speakers, kids’
activities, a live Viking encampment, and more
“foodie” fun! On the grounds of the Scandinavian
Cultural Center.

minnesota

Nature As Muse
now—Sept. 11
Minneapolis, Minn.
Using nature as muse, Norway House brings together three influential artists in the local and
regional arts scene: Carolyn Brunelle, Ruth Donhowe, and Bettye Olson. The artists share a common love of nature, Scandinavian roots, and the
excitement of exploring artistic expression.
Maritime Heritage Minnesota
Sept. 9, 7:00—9:00 p.m.
Isle, Minn.
Tusenvann Lodge’s meeting will feature a program by Ann Merrimand and Christopher Olson,
who have conducted exploration of maritime
wrecks. At Isle Rec & Education Center.
Nordic Music Festival
Sept. 10, 10:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
Victoria, Minn.
Nordic bands, dancers, singers, instrumentalists,
and storytellers will perform continuously. The
festival will also have Nordic artisans selling their
arts and crafts and Scandinavian foods available
for purchase. The festival will conclude with the
annual lutefisk toss competition. At the Lion’s
Park; free.

new jersey

32nd Annual ScanFest
Sept. 4, 10:00 a.m.—6:00 p.m.
Budd Lake, N.J.
Join in on a full day of entertainment, re-enactors,
dancers, Vikings, kids’ activities, Nordic foods, a
Scandinavian marketplace, and much more. Advance sale tickets are $11. Cost at the gate is $14
for adults, $13 for seniors, or free for children under 12 and anyone in authentic Nordic folk dress.
At the N.J. Vasa Park. Visit www.scanfest.org for
more info, schedule, and tickets.
Book Talk and Signing with George Lakey
Sept. 4
Budd Lake, N.J.
In Viking Economics, George Lakey shows how Viking-heritage countries not only rank high in so-

Check www.norwegianamerican.com/events for complete listings
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cial programs but also lead the world in business
startups. Lakey will appear at Scanfest, doing two
45 minute book talks, meeting people, and signing books. At the N.J. Vasa Park.

new york

The Vikings Exhibition
now—Sept. 5
New York, N.Y.
Discovery Times Square presents the largest
collection of Viking artifacts to ever visit North
America. Explore Viking culture, including fullscale model ships, in this family friendly exhibition. Visit discoverytsx.com for more info.
Bridge Over Mud
Sept. 7—10
Brooklyn, N.Y.
The nine members of DIY Norwegian art collective Verdensteatret specialize in a breed of performance that’s equal parts concert, theater,
and installation. In Bridge Over Mud, a massive,
immersive work that materializes along 195 feet
of train track, the artists manipulate a microlandscape of railcars and other kinetic objects.
At BAM Fisher. Tickets start at $25. Visit www.
bam.org/theater/2016/bridge-over-mud?mc_
cid=ab0404bb11&mc_eid=d7b356b8b1 for tickets and more info.

oregon

Nordic Eco Steps Toward Sustainability
now—Sept. 4
Portland, Ore.
Nordic Northwest presents Nordic Eco, an exhibition of photographic prints outlining environmental sustainability efforts across the Nordic
countries. The project offers a glimpse into Nordic environmentalism from historic, literary, and
contemporary cultural perspectives. At Nordia
House. Free and open to the public.
Journey of the Reindeer
Sept. 10—Nov. 27
Portland, Ore.
Learn about the Sámi through a multi-month
program series consisting of two simultaneous
exhibits—The Sami Reindeer People of Alaska
and Sami: Walking with Reindeer—and ancillary
programming, which will include film screenings,
panel discussions about indigenous rights, lectures on the Sámi experience, and more. At Nordia House. Free and open to the public. Opening
reception and lecture will be held Sept. 11.
First Viking Breakfast of Autumn
Sept. 11, 8:00 a.m.—1:00 p.m.
Portland, Ore.
Join Grieg Lodge for all-you-can-eat pancakes
with sides of scrambled eggs, sausages, fresh
fruit, coffee, and more. A children’s Nordic story
time is held at 10:00 a.m. Cost is $7 for adults, $4
for children 5 to 12, and free for children under
5. Free, on-street parking nearby. At Norse Hall.

pennsylvania

Scandinavian Craft Fair
Sept. 10, 10:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Lackawaxen, Penn.
Bernt Balchen Lodge will host their annual craft
fair at the Lackawaxen Volunteer Fire House.
There will be arts and crafts, household items,
and demonstrations. On sale also will be baked
products and other food items. Open-faced
sandwiches, lefse, as well as desserts and beverages will be available. For more info, call Bergit at
(570) 685-1477 or Elsie at (570) 685-7086.
Writing about Norwegian History in English
Sept. 16, 7:00 p.m.
Lancaster, Penn.
Author Jorgen Flood will present “Writing about
Norwegian and Scandinavian History in English:
Challenges and Obstacles.” Flood has written a

variety of books on the Vikings, medieval history, World War II, Norwegian transportation,
and the Norwegian Navy. At St. Thomas Episcopal Church, 301 St. Thomas Rd. Questions?
Call Jeanne at (717) 793-7428.

Washington

“Runes Revealed”
now—Sept. 24
Tacoma, Wash.
This contemporary artwork by Nordic Bay
Area artists is inspired by the ancient Norse
runes. Now comprising 30 professional artists,
the group has presented many exhibitions
during the past twenty years. At the Scandinavian Cultural Center at PLU. Visit www.plu.
edu/scancenter/exhibitions for more info.
Dinner & Dance Fundraiser for Trollhaugen
Sept. 24, 6:00 p.m.
Seattle, Wash.
Join Leif Erikson Lodge for a dinner and dance
to fundraise for Trollhaugen/Ski for Light.
Happy hour and accordion music starts at
6:00 p.m., and the salmon and cod dinner will
be served at 6:30 p.m. Call the lodge at (206)
783-1274 or Erling Berg at (206) 362-0629 for
reservations. Cost is $25. At 2245 NW 57th
St., Seattle, WA 98107.

Wisconsin

Relief-carving Class with Phillip and Else
Sept. 12—16, 19—23, 8:30 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
Barronett, Wis.
Each class will cover sharpening, wood selection, design, and pattern selection, carving techniques, and finishing. Carving tools,
wood, and patterns will be available. Bring
any tools you have. Tuition for each five-day
class will be $500; half of tuition is due with
registration. Classes will be held at the Norsk
Wood Works carving studio, which is located
at Phillip and Else’s farmstead on county road
H west of Barronett. More info and registration form at www.norskwoodworks.com.
Solørlag’s Genealogy Research Weekend
Sept. 16—17
Hudson, Wis.
Enjoy a couple days researching and just having a good time. A block of rooms is on hold
at the Hudson House Grand Hotel. Specify it is
for the Solørlag event. There will be extensive
research materials for Hedmark. Research
helpers will be on site and there is a possibility
of communicating with experts in Hedmark.
Figure-carving Class with Harley Refsal
Sept. 23—25
Barronett, Wis.
Tools, patterns, books, and carving blanks
may be purchased from Harley at the class.
This class runs Friday evening, 6:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday, 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Tuition is $200; half of tuition is
due with registration. Classes will be held at
the Norsk Wood Works carving studio, which
is located at Phillip and Else’s farmstead on
county road H west of Barronett. More info
and registration form available at www.norsk
woodworks.com.
Guest Speaker: Professor Jim Leary
Sept. 24, 11:00 a.m.—12:00 p.m.
Stoughton, Wis.
Since the 1970s, Jim Leary’s field and archival
research focused on folklore in indigenous
and immigrant peoples in the upper Midwest
has resulted in numerous books, essays, museum exhibits, and archival collections with
emphasis on traditional narrative, song and
music, and public folklore. At Livsreise. Free.
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“Sykkelgunnar” rides through US politics
Aftenposten writer cycles through the country, interviewing locals about political beliefs
Harlan County, Kentucky, and talked to the
laid-off coal workers. They were all super
friendly, and I understand their frustration
and anger, although I think it is too easy to
blame Obama for it all.
And Guffey, Colorado, was super cool,
a very small community of old hippies and
bohemians.

Molly Jones

The Norwegian American
Why are Americans so angry with politicians? That is just one of the questions that
Gunnar Kagge, also known as Sykkelgunnar, is asking as he cycles across the United
States this summer. The Norwegian writer
for Aftenposten has been collaborating with
the newspaper as he interviews Americans
throughout the country and shares daily updates through social media.
Sykkelgunnar departed the East Coast
in July and expects to arrive in Washington
State in October, and we had the opportunity
to ask him about his journey thus far.
Molly Jones: Can you tell us a bit about your
journey and how you came to be covering
the U.S. election while cycling across the
country?
Gunnar Kagge: This summer, for three
months, I get to combine both my passion
for cycling and my interest in American history and politics. I feel extremely privileged
doing this.
MJ: Why did you choose to cycle? Do you
feel that cycling gives you a different perspective than driving?
GK: Twelve years ago, I drove with my family from Chicago to San Francisco, and some
years later we went from New York and
south to Georgia. They were great trips, but
I felt like John Steinbeck noted in Travels
With Charley that the roads are so good that
you can cross the continent without seeing
anything.
MJ: You set off to find out why Americans
are so angry with politicians and how the
election came to be held between two candidates who are disliked by so many. What
have you discovered thus far?
GK: It was during the nomination process

MJ: How have Norwegians back home responded to your articles and posts?
GK: Very much of what I do is on Facebook, with good opportunities for readers
to respond. And the response has been overwhelming. I spend quite a lot of time answering questions. And very many appreciate that
I let the voters speak instead of asking pundits and political scientists.

Photo: Sykkelgunnar / Facebook
Gunnar Kagge at the continental divide. He’s now made it more than halfway across the U.S. interviewing Americans about their political views.

that I was struck by the anger at the established politicians. It is nothing new that
candidates promise to “clean up in Washington,” but this year it seemed to hit both parties hard, with recent party members such as
Trump and Sanders upsetting the establishment.
And my conversations with what must
be more than a hundred voters confirm a
deep frustration with the establishment. I ask
people to rate “their confidence in Washington” on a scale from one to five, one being
bottom. Most answer one or two.
To me as a “mainstream media” representative, it is also a bit sad to hear the very
deep distrust in the media.

MJ: What has been the most interesting
perspective you have encountered among
American voters?
GK: Most Norwegians, or Europeans, would
consider Hillary Clinton the only acceptable candidate. I see it as part of my mission
to show my readers that Republicans and
Trump supporters have their reasons, and
that they for the most part (at least those I
meet) are rational people. And I try to both
understand and explain their frustrations.
MJ: What is the most remarkable location
you have visited?
GK: My wife was with me for the first weeks
of the trip, and together we went down to

MJ: Why do you feel that Norwegians are so
interested in American politics?
GK: America is fascinating, and many Norwegians feel family bonds to American relatives. It is also a highly favored vacation
destination.
And the U.S. is very important to Norway when it comes to defense and security.
That is why Trump’s talk about NATO guaranties scares many.
MJ: How do you expect the remainder of
your journey to differ from your experience
thus far?
GK: The fun with cycling is that I really see
the regional differences. Leaving the Bible
Belt and going north is interesting. Every
day brings something new. And now I look
forward to the big national parks.
You can follow along with the remainder of
Sykkelgunnar’s journey (in Norwegian) on
Facebook at www.facebook.com/sykkelgunnar, on Twitter at twitter.com/sykkelgunnar,
and on Aftenposten at www.aftenposten.
no/verden/Sykkelgunnar-Pa-tvers-av-USA239930b.html.

Vesterheim hosts “Skål!” Exhibition
Special Release
Vesterheim

For centuries, alcoholic beverages have
played a role in spirited Scandinavian celebrations and have inspired amazing folk art.
Vesterheim, the national Norwegian-American museum and heritage center, invites you
to raise your glass in a skål to these traditions
by visiting the exciting exhibition, “Skål!
Scandinavian Sprits,” on view from August
12 to December 31, 2016.
Curated by the Museum of Danish
America, the traveling exhibition shares the
history and traditions of drinking culture in
Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, and how
those traditions carried into the U.S. with
immigrants. The exhibit focuses on beer
and aquavit, the traditional flavored spirit of
Scandinavia that means “the water of life.”
Drinking traditions offer one way for
Scandinavian Americans to connect to their
heritage. Scandinavians have brewed beer

for over 1,500 years. In pre-Christian times,
the Norse god Odin was credited with teaching humans how to make it. In the 1500s,
distilled liquor became known through Scandinavia as a medical cure-all. Early distilling efforts often produced awful flavors, so
herbs and other plants were used to improve

the taste—creating what is now known as
aquavit.
Vesterheim’s presentation of this exhibition is sponsored by Dennis Johnson, the
Edward Jones Investment Offices of Dick
Cuvelier and Troy Whitehill, A&J Petersburg Agency, and Dennis Larson.

Photos: Matt Spencer
Vesterheim invites you to raise your glass in a skål
to these traditions by visiting the exciting exhibition, “Skål! Scandinavian Sprits,” on view from
August 12 to December 31, 2016. Randi Berg illustrates a proper Nordic toast in this triptich of
photos.
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Short time in Oslo? You can see more than you think in this compact city

Photos: Emily C. Skaftun
Top left: From the top of Holmenkollen you
can see all of Oslo, looking shockingly far
away.
Above: The finished statues in Vigeland
Park are pretty great, but in the Gustav
Vigeland Museum (park-adjacent) you can
explore what it took to make them—and see
examples of the sculptor’s other works.
Far left: The Fram is just one of the famous
Norwegian ships clustered in Bygdøy. But it
is one of the more impressive, and you can
even go on deck.
Left: Nils Anders lets out his angst in Marina Abramović’s sculpture, intended as
a frame for the scenery of Munch’s “The
Scream.”

< oslo

From page 1

ums. If you’re into boats, this is the place for
you: the Viking Ship Museum is there, along
with museums hosting the Fram and KonTiki (and Ra). They are all rather small museums, and all included in your Oslo Pass.
Next to these is the famous Norsk Folk
Museum filled with brown farm buildings
with grass roofs. You will probably want to
spend a little more time here, to take in the living history demonstrators who bring the place
to life, by, for example, offering you lefse
baked on the medieval hearth in a farmhouse.
I’m pretty sure we did all of this before
lunch.
After that, we took the boat back and
walked toward the t-bane (subway), which
allowed us to spot half a dozen points of interest at least enough to point at them. Ooh!
The palace! Right here in the middle of the
city, you say? Neat!
We took the subway to the Munch Museum, which is also pretty small—but mandatory if you’re into art at all. “The Scream”
is in the National Gallery of Art, but since
it was a theme Munch returned to over and
over, there is also a Scream at his museum—
the exhibit does change, but this seems to
be a constant. After all, that is really what
people are coming to see.
We hopped back on the t-bane and went
to Frogner Park, which contains Vigeland
Park, which is also mandatory. I don’t care
how short your visit to Oslo is; go see the

creepy iconic work of Norway’s best-known
sculptor and take selfies with the statues.
Our last stop on that visit was all the way
up to Holmenkollen, the ski jump that looms
over Oslo like the launch pad for a spaceship. It hosts a small museum of ski jumping
and of course the view from the top of the
jump, which is to say the view of all Oslo.
Our assessment was that we’d seen the
crap out of Oslo. Not bad for a day’s work.
My second visit, I was on a mission: to
research articles like this one, yes, but I also
had meetings in various parts of the city that
disrupted the flow of my sightseeing. One
thing I discovered early on was that, even

Where in Norway?
There are many whale skeletons in Norway, but this one is
in the Natural History Collection of the University Museum
of Bergen. No winners this month, but thanks for playing!

Photo: Norm Jensen

Have a photo for “Where in Norway?” Submit it to naw@na-weekly.com!

though it was theoretically the height of the
tourist season (early August), things close
early. I arrived on a Sunday afternoon and
there wasn’t much happening in the center of
the city. Many attractions are closed on Sundays, or on Mondays, so plan your route with
that in mind. Save parks for the evenings, at
least when long summer daylight allows.
Because for some reason, everything else
closes at either 5:00 or 6:00 p.m.
I started with Ekebergparken, a new
sculpture park on the east side of town. One
of the area’s claims to fame is that it is the
view Munch used for “The Scream” and
other of his works. Marina Abramović’s
sculpture, a frame at the edge of a platform,
gives you the chance to be your own Scream.
You will have to hike a bit to get there. Yes,
farther than you think. Make a left at Tony
Oursler’s “Klang,” an A/V hobbit house wall
(described by the park’s website as a “video
grotto”), and eventually you will get there,
even though it doesn’t seem like it!
My first full day in Oslo looked something
like:
• wander Karl Johans gate from Stortinget to
the palace
• head toward the harbor but instead run into
the Ibsen Museum and decide to stop
• meeting
• find myself at the Nobel museum and decide why not?
• by-appointment viewing of Emanuel Vigeland’s mausoleum (more on this in another
article, I promise!)
• wandering, dinner
And my second day went:
• Gustav Vigeland’s museum
• Frogner park

• meeting, other meeting
• Munch Museum
• realize that there’s still time to get to the
National Gallery, so go
• wandering, dinner
On both days the theme was one of being able to see more than I’d expected to. I
wouldn’t be certain if there was time to properly see something, like the Ibsen Museum.
But having the Oslo Pass emboldened me to
give it a try—I knew it wouldn’t cost anything more if I needed to come back again,
and I also never worried about spending
money to visit a museum only to stay for a
short time. Aside from E. Vigeland’s mausoleum, the Oslo Pass covers everything I did.
Also, and I say this with no disrespect,
these are not overly large museums. Even the
National Gallery’s permanent collection is
possible to get through in an hour, and it has
a more impressive Munch collection than
the actual Munch Museum—not to mention
other Norwegian artists. So maybe it’s not a
museum to shock and awe visitors, but I find
that a refreshing change of pace from one
that takes all day, or many days (I’m looking
at you, Louvre) to see properly.
That will perhaps change in the coming
years. Three new museums are set to open
soon—a new National Museum, which will
combine the current National Gallery and
History Museums, a new National Library,
and a new Munch Museum in a whole new
location (literally—the location is currently
water in Oslo’s harbor). In the years after
that, the expanded Viking Ship Museum will
also come online.
So if you’re inclined to rush though
Oslo, my advice is to rush to Oslo first, before its museums grow too big to handle.
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A lovely stay in the heart of Telemark

Spend a weekend relaxing at this fairytale hotel and delight in the magnificent scenery
Katrin Konradt & André Fey
Oslo, Norway

On our trip to the Lysefjord, at the beginning of our time in Norway, we passed the
village of Dalen. This small place, barely consisting of a couple dozen houses, is located
between rather steep, though not very high,
mountains at the end of the Bandak Lake.
As I had read something about the Dalen
Hotel, we made a quick detour through the
village just to take a look at the hotel and
to decide whether it would be worth coming
back here at a later point in time.
And what can I say; both of us immediately fell in love with it. You would as well
if you value the sort of hotel that makes you
travel back in time to enjoy some luxury
hobbies of the past, such as having lots of
time passing by uneventfully and not worrying about tomorrow. We could do that, we
thought, at least for a few days.
Two years later we booked a stay, unaware that it was the first weekend after the
winter break when the hotel was closed.
But we barely noticed as the charming staff
glanced elegantly over some last items not
yet perfectly in place.
The hotel itself is from 1894, built as a
hotel for the rich and the beautiful, among
others; King Oscar II, emperor Wilhelm of
Germany, King Leopold II of Belgium, and
last but not least, the Norwegian King Haakon VII and Queen Maud, have all stayed
there. In other words, just perfect for us!
From 1992 onwards, it has been nicely
renovated. The rooms vary in size but are
all reasonably big and furnished in the same
style and time period as the main rooms.
And those are the highlights: the big main
hall with a huge open fireplace, cozy English-style leather club armchairs, and old
paintings over the wooden panels that clad
the walls.
The hall is at least six meters high, with
various openings and balconies accessible
from the second floor and a fantastic, colorful glass ceiling. The kind of ceiling you
usually find in central European churches.
On the backside towards the terrace,
there are four or five more rooms, in the
same classy style, in one of which dinner
and breakfast are served. In summer I suppose guests rather like to sit on the big veranda, overlooking the large, simple but
elegant English garden, with the fjord and
mountains in the distance.
At an adjacent tiny bar, you can order
drinks and then watch the warming flames,
read a book, or just listen to the pianist.
The drinks were well made, the service
really good (not just by Norwegian standards), the atmosphere quiet, and the food
excellent. What more do you need for a relaxing weekend?
Well, massages, a sauna, a swimming
pool... you can always come up with such
things, but we didn’t miss it this time. When
you don’t have the chance to do a lot, you do
the few things with much more relaxation.
That was pretty much what we did for
two days, and we enjoyed every minute of it.
Rjukan
On the way back from our stay at the
hotel, we decided to drive a bit further north
to Rjukan to get an impression of that region,
its highest mountain Gaustatoppen, and also

Photos: (above) NHG AS / Wikimedia,
(left) Eirik Solheim / Wikimedia,
(below) Ian Brodie / Visitrjukan.com
Above: This dragon-accented yellow wooden hotel is like something from a fairy tale.
Left: Inside and out, the detail is incredible. And
that’s before you see the scenery outside.
Below: Krossobanen is the first cable car built in
northern Europe and it affords magnificent views
of Rjukan below. In wintertime, the cable car provides residents of the valley with a chance to see
the sun.

the sun-mirror installation in the city center
we had heard about.
When we approached Rjukan, the
road wound down from the high plateau
at Møsvatn and passed by Vemork, the famous heavy-water power station that was
sabotaged during WWII to prevent Germany
from making an atomic bomb. The impressive building hasn’t changed much since
then.
Back down in the valley, we drove to
the marketplace in Rjukan where you can enjoy the sun in winter even though it doesn’t
go over the horizon; three gigantic mirrors
made out of aluminum are installed up in the
mountains. They move slowly and thereby
reflect the sunlight down into the city. It’s
pretty damn bright, like a small sun, though
just a few square meters.
Krossobanen Cable Car
We also decided to take the cable car,
called Krossobanen, which takes you up to
the foot of the Hardangervidda.
Little fun fact: It was the first cable car
in northern Europe and was built in 1928 by
the company Norsk Hydro. The simple reason for building it was to give the people living in the town (and mainly working for the
company) the chance to go up to this platform to see the sun during wintertime.
The view from up there is truly stunning. You can see along the valley, the city of
Rjukan below you, the water power station
with the huge pipe work going up the mountainside and, as the main attraction, Gaustatoppen. In clear weather, which we had on
that cold spring day, it’s a magnificent sight.

Gaustatoppen
After not warming up in the bright but
not too warm light, we followed the valley
for a few kilometers and then turned right
onto the road leading to the Gaustablikk
Høyfjellhotell, the gate to Gaustatoppen, the
highest mountain in Telemark, which offers
a lot of winter and summer activities.
It was already Sunday afternoon, and
unfortunately we had no time to hike up

to the top, even though it is just a three- to
four-hour tour. So instead of hiking, we had
coffee and cake on the terrace of the hotel,
which offers a marvelous view of the scenery and Gaustatoppen. Blue sky, no wind,
hardly any tourists... We clearly will come
back once again in summer and then hike to
the top. It shouldn’t be too difficult as there
is an elevator system inside the mountain,
nearly reaching the summit!

Katrin and André are two travel-happy Germans in their
early forties. After moving around a bit, they settled for
good in Norway in 2011, exploring the beautiful country
ever since. They spend every free day traveling to famous
sightseeing spots as well as discovering lesser-known stunning places and unique traditions off the beaten tracks—
and meeting great people everywhere. What started as a
simple homepage for family and friends, explore-norway.
org has meanwhile grown into a blog with 25 tour descriptions covering all parts of Norway, an Oslo guide, and a
large picture gallery for Norway enthusiasts.
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On top of the world with a broken foot
He came to Lofoten for the Halibut fishing but stayed for the top-notch medical care
Eric R. Williams
Oslo, Norway

I was clipped into a harness, hanging
from a long rope, looking up at the helicopter as it dragged me from the rocks up into
the sky. As I slowly spun there like a spider
in the wind, the rescue worker attached to me
reached over and covered my ears against
the roar of the approaching propeller blades.
I gazed down over the impossible coastline
of west Lofoten: jagged snow-tipped peaks
thrusting up from a dark sea, chunky wooden trawlers leaving white trails as they made
their way in from the “saltstrøm,” and little
sandy beaches at the emerald coves of countless tiny islands.
I thought: “God this is a beautiful place.
I have to come back here some day.”
Then my broken leg bounced against
the side of the helicopter and I didn’t think
of anything else for a while. They pulled me
into the safety of the chopper and set me up
with earmuffs, and I remember being glad
that the sound of the helicopter blades was
louder than my groaning. You don’t want to
look like a wimp in front of men like these,
but I just couldn’t help it. One of them nodded to me and came over with a tiny syringe
of morphine. I remember the rest of that ride
to Lofoten hospital as quite enjoyable; hopefully the propeller blades drowned out the
sound of my singing.
So how does a cowboy-hat-wearing
Yankee end up in a situation like this?

Photo courtesy of Eric R. Williams
Eric ended up getting the fish after all, or at least
this cool tattoo of one to cover the scar from his
surgery.

The visit to Lofoten began in spectacular fashion, as my buddy and writing partner David and I were invited up to watch
the filming of our TV show, Alt for Norge,
which we had created a year earlier. Alt for

N o ta bl e N or w e g i a n s
With David Moe

Dr. Owen Wangensteen was born cal program. With the help of Sally
September 21, 1898, to Norwegian they encouraged friends, colleagues,
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heart surgery in the Dr. Owen Wangensteen.
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former students, Dr. Christian Barnard the Conservation/Preservation Fund
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Norge is about ten Norwegian Americans
who come to Norway to compete in extreme
cultural challenges. The winner gets a family
reunion. We were there for the best part of
the show, in my opinion, the fishing competition. Lofoten was the obvious choice. We
flew from Oslo to Bodø. Then a Widerøe
plane skipped us over to Leknes, where we
rented a car. We must have stopped a dozen
times to take pictures as the GPS led us to
the tiny village of Å and a “rorbu” (fishing
house) right out of a postcard. David was
surprised to find that I had packed only one
change of clothes. The rest of my suitcase
was filled with fishing equipment.
“You really think we’re gonna use all of
this?” he asked, holding up a purple rubber
triple-hooked imitation fish the size of his
hand.
“We may have to buy more,” I said. I
collect fishing lures like Paris Hilton collects
shoes; it’s a sickness. That night we feasted
on cod tongue, “flounder” fillet, and heavy
dark bread, all washed down with a beer
served out of a polar bear beer tap. Manly
food.
From the day I came to Norway, I have
had one goal: to catch a giant halibut. Like
captain Ahab and his white whale. Hanging
from a rope outside the cafe was a 25-kilo
halibut. We listened to stories from the locals
about “Breiflabb” the size of seals and finger-stealing “Steinbitt” until we were bouncing around like a couple of 12-year-olds the
night before Christmas.
At six the next morning we were on the
dock and ready for our adventure. Neither of
us had been able to really sleep as the sun
bore down on Å the whole night. The weather for filming could not have been better; a
thin smear of cloud on the horizon showed
the last tinges of pink. Seagulls taunted us as
they wheeled around the boat in anticipation
of our catch. We were on a large fishing boat.
Our only job was to fish and stay out of
the camera shot in the back of the boat. The
captain told us we were going out to a heavy
current where the fish were schooling and as
the boat rode the light swells out from the
little harbor, his three-year-old son wandered
the deck with a stick of candy in each hand
on the sea legs of an aged sailor. After about
15 minutes someone shouted, “whale,” and
the captain eased us to a stop. A pod of perhaps fifteen killer whales surrounded us.
Their exhales of breath misted into the air as
they seemed to show off for us, arching their
massive bodies out of the water and slapping
their tails. We were close enough to smell
the sweet shrimpy seaweed of their breath.
After a few minutes, they went on their way
and the captain told us to drop line. The rest
of that day is a blur of fish and fun; the big
“sei” were hitting, and with our light tackle
we were just able to handle them.
The next day we decided to take a little
road trip.
It was the damn fish heads, that’s what
broke my leg. They were hanging in clumps
from strings across wooden beams and we
had to stop and see what they were doing
there. We went into the little clip-fisk kiosk
to buy slabs and chunks of dried cod with
visions of baccalao and potatoes. They told
us that the fish heads would be ground up
into protein powder and sent to third-world
countries. We walked over to take a closer
look and then followed the path down towards the ocean. We wandered across giant

boulders and when we came to a gap in the
rocks, I jumped across to the other side. My
right foot landed wrong and I felt the snap as
my leg gave way. I rolled to a stop. “You all
right buddy?” David shouted.
“No… I broke my leg.”
David paused. “You serious?”
“Yeah, it’s broken.”
I stared sadly at the foot that had carried
me for over 40 years, now limp like a boot
full of omelet.
David got on his phone and within four
minutes two paramedics came running with
bags of ice and a medical kit. “Are you kidding?” I said. “How did they do that?”
Apparently there was an ambulance
passing by. I could have broken my foot in
front of Ullevål Hospital in Oslo and not received treatment this quickly.
They looked around and realized that
carrying me over the rocks and gaps simply
wasn’t an option. “Helicopter,” they said.
I sat there, leg up, waiting and soon a
helicopter came pounding overhead, dropping a line, rescue worker attached, down
to the rocks. He landed, looking just like an
orange-suited action figure, walked over, and
smiled down at my leg.
“Shit happens,” he said. Then he
wrapped my leg into a puffy temporary cast
and used a little bicycle pump to suck the
air out of it. The cast became solid without squeezing the leg (nice invention). He
strapped me in to a harness and with a signal
we were both airborne.
The Nordlandssykehuset Lofoten was
like a mix between the The English patient
and E.R.—all the high-tech equipment inside a quaint small town hospital. The x-rays
showed a broken fibula in need of a steel
plate. “There happens to be an excellent orthopedic surgeon nearby and he can do the
surgery today,” the doctor told me.
And so it happened that three hours after
I broke my leg on a rock in a remote series
of islands in northern Norway, I was coming
out of anesthesia with three doctors watching me. That week, nurses tested my feeble
Norwegian vocabulary and fed me sour milk
and fish cakes until I was able to hobble to
a taxi. I took the little plane back to the big
plane back to Oslo.
David’s father, who works in an American hospital, estimated the cost of a rescue operation and week in hospital at over
$30,000. That would have hurt worse than
smacking a broken leg against a helicopter.
The Norwegians don’t really use the
word “hero,” and I respect that. They would
just say that it’s all in a day’s work. But I’m
a Yankee and anyone who rappels out of a
helicopter to save a fisherman with a broken
leg is a hero to me. So skål to the iron men of
the Bodø Luftambulanse, the swift Lofoten
paramedics, the surgeons, doctors, and very
patient nurses of Nordlandssykehuset Lofoten.
Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
I’m coming up for that 50-kilo halibut
next year, and when I get him you are all invited to the grill party!
Eric R. Williams is an American freelance writer currently living in Oslo, Norway. He is one of the creators of the award-winning
TV show Alt for Norge.
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What’s in a name?

Scandinavian Center at California Lutheran
University ponders Scandinavian “name days”

Photos: (top) Fred Tonsing / (both) courtesy of CLU Scan Center
Top: Anita Londgren, coordinator of the Brown Bag Lunches, co-director
of the Scandinavian Center, and board member of the Scandinavian American Cultural and Historical Foundation (SACHF), leads the review of
name-days calendars.
Above: The cover of a calendar listing Norwegian name days in 2002.

Richard & Anita Londgren
CLU Scandinavian Center

During a Brown Bag Lunch gathering
earlier this year at the Scandinavian Center at
California Lutheran University in Thousand
Oaks, the 23 persons in attendance concentrated on more than their lunch. They studied
calendars from Scandinavia in search of a
name day of interest.
As leader of the “search,” Scandinavian
Center Director Anita Hillesland Londgren
told about the history of names associated
with calendar dates. Originally, they were
named for saints. And she mentioned that
some dates were left blank because they
were considered sacred. But, she explained,
parents or the individuals themselves might
personally choose such a date if the person’s
name wasn’t included otherwise.
In referring to her husband Richard (codirector of the ScanCenter), she said that
Rikard is included in some calendars. And
certain calendars also added the nickname
“Dick.” She reported that during their visit
to Norway, that dual-name puzzled her relatives, who wondered if “Dick” was a different person than “Richard.” In fact, sometimes
the two names are not linked in Scandinavia.
However, England’s Richard the LionHearted was likely called Prince Dick earlier in his life. Of course, he could claim
Norse roots as a descendent of William the

Conqueror of Normandy. And, according to
Shakespeare, another descendant, the arrogant Henry VIII was called Prince Hal by his
pals in his rambunctious earlier days.
But “what’s in a name?” Shakespeare
wondered via Romeo and Juliet. In that play,
Juliet declared that a name is just an artificial
and meaningless convention.
Not always so in Scandinavia, Anita declared as her “class” studied and discussed
names on the calendars she distributed. In
the past, rigid standards applied to naming
for a variety of reasons, such as honoring a
parent or ancestor or recognizing an important leader in a community. Other limits still
prevail regarding appropriateness of some
names.
The old Scandinavian calendars that
served as references survived, thanks to the
collecting of Patricia Sladek. When she was
on the board of the Scandinavian American
Cultural & Historical Foundation (SACHF,
parent organization of the ScanCenter), she
served as the organization’s historian, and
kept a file of Scandinavian calendars for several years.
So Pat (aka Patricia) expressed appreciation that her calendar collection had surfaced to serve again.
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< draken
From page 3

Fees should not have been a surprise
The Draken was subject to pilotage
regulations because it is a foreign ship and
because it conducted commercial activity
on the Great Lakes, as visitors to Tall Ship
events are charged a fee to tour the vessel.
The Coast Guard regulations and costs to
comply with them, according to Lakes Pilots
Association, “were made very clear” to the
Draken expedition and to Tall Ships America.
Last October, says the association, an
estimate of $192,000 for pilotage fees for the
Draken was submitted at the request of Patricia Lock of Chicago, in charge of special
projects for Tall Ships America. The amount
was for the ship’s entire itinerary and was
based on a speed of six knots. The estimate
was later lowered by 15 percent when new
rates went into effect.
In November, Draken crew member
Woodrow Wiest acknowledged in an email to
the Coast Guard that pilotage was mandatory
on the Great Lakes. In the email, sent on November 11 to Mark Bobal, Passenger Vessel
Safety Specialist for the Ninth Coast Guard
District based in Cleveland, Wiest asks: “We
hear that in some places we are required to
take a pilot. Besides the entirety of the Great
Lakes, where else is it mandatory?”
In February, pilotage rules and rates
were discussed at a meeting in Cleveland attended by Lock, Todd Haviland, director of
the Great Lakes Pilotage Program, and the
presidents of all three pilotage districts.
Says Lakes Pilots Association: “It was
made clear that there would be no exceptions
to the U.S. regulations for the tall ships.”
Other foreign ships participating in Tall
Ship events on the Great Lakes, says the
association, have collected significant fees
without the need for fundraising campaigns.
“The Viking ship organization cannot
say that pilotage fees and misinformation is

the reason for disappointing the people of
Minnesota and Duluth when those people
have already funded their pilotage costs,” the
association concludes.
Pilots prevent accidents and spills
As an example of the value of a local
pilot, the association recalled the tall ship
Pathfinder, which has run aground twice in
the past month.
“In both cases, the vessel was passing
on the wrong side of a major navigational
light marking a shoal. The vessel again narrowly missed grounding a third time in the
Detroit River after being released August
3rd. The tall ship was heading outside of the
safe channel but changed course quickly after being warned by a U.S. registered pilot
on a passing foreign vessel that they were in
danger. The Pathfinder did not have a registered pilot on board and is exempt from
pilotage requirements under Canadian law.”
Great Lakes pilots work for the American
people, says the association, and help protect
the largest freshwater body in the world.
“Foreign vessels big and small employ
pilots to navigate the intricate channels and
dangerous shoals to prevent accidents and
environmental catastrophes.”
Björn Ahlander, captain of the Draken
Harald Hårfagre, has blamed “bad research”
on the pilotage fee miscalculation but did not
expect the fees to be waived.
“There are very few pilots for this area,”
he said in Chicago on July 27. “They have a
hard job. And they try to serve all the ships.
There was a rumor that there were a lot of
pilots who could volunteer here and come in
and do it voluntarily but that’s not possible
because they have a lot of work to do.”
This story is reprinted from Loop North
News with permission of the author.

Community Connections
Happy birthday,
engagement, birth,
family reunion, etc!
Your name and
message here!
For more information, call
us at (206) 784-4617 or email
naw@na-weekly.com.

2709 SAN PABLO AVE — BERKELEY, CA 94702
Phone: (800) 854-6435 — Email: pia@nordichouse.com

Featuring great Nordic products
Books • Candy and Chocolates • Canned goods • Condiments
Cooking wares • Dry Goods • Gift items • Specialty meats
and more!

Visit us online: www.nordichouse.com
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Norwegian Language Corner
NORWEGIAN FOLK TALES, FAIRY TALES and TROLLS

NORWEGIAn 101
Language practice with Heidi Håvan Grosch
Wasps (Vepser)

Volume 2

With 21 classic folk tales, fairy tales, and trolls from Norway in Norwegian and English, “Tuss og Troll” is now
serialized in the Norwegian American Weekly’s Norwegian Language Corner. The stories are from the collections
of Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and Jørgen Moe, and retold by Øyvind Dybvad, Gard Espeland, Velle Espeland,
Johannes Farestveit, and Nana Rise-Lynum. Translated by Alexander Knud Huntrods and Odd-Steinar Dybvad
Raneng. Illustrated by Solveig Muren Sanden, Jens R. Nilssen, and Ralph A. Styker. “Tuss og Troll” was edited,
designed, and published by Deb Nelson Gourley of Astri My Astri publishing. Copyright © Norsk Barneblad.

Rauderev og Oskeladden
del 3 av 7

Redfox and the Ash-lad
part 3 of 7

— Ja, så får eg dela med deg, sa
Oskeladden og gav henne osteskorpa.
— Frys du og? sa han, han såg ho hakka
tenner. — Du får ta gamletrøya mi. Det er
ikkje stort til ermar og lite til rygg, men
det var eit godt plagg då ho var ny. Kjerringa tok imot og takka.
— Vent no, sa ho og tok til å raka
nedi storlomma på stakken sin. — Her
har du ein gammal lykel. Eg har korkje betre eller verre å gje deg, men når du kikar
gjennom ringen på denne lykelen, kan du
sjå alt du vil, same kvar det er og kor langt
borte det er.
Då Oskeladden kom fram til kongsgarden, heldt kokka på å bera vatn. —
Det er for tungt for deg, dette, sa Oskeladden, — det kan vera høveleg arbeid åt
meg, det, sa han. Den som vart glad, var
kokka, og sidan let ho alltid Oskeladden få
skrapa grautgryta.
Men det var mange som misunnte
han den godbiten, og så gjekk dei og laug
på han for kongen og sa han hadde sagt
seg god for både det eine og det andre.
Kongen kom og spurde om det var sant
at Oskeladden kunne passa fisken i dammen, så ikkje trollet stal han.
— Dei seier du har sagt deg godt for
det, sa kongen.
— Ikkje har eg sagt det, sa Oskeladden, — men hadde eg sagt det, så var eg
og god for det.
— Ja, korleis det no er, så får du nok
freista, er så du vil berga ryggskinnet ditt,
sa kongen. Oskeladden lova å prøva.
Om kvelden kika Oskeladden gjennom ringen på lykelen, og då såg han at
trollet var redd for timian. Han til å ruska
opp all den timian han kunne koma over.
Noko strøydde han i vatnet og noko på
land, og resten rundt dammen. Så måtte
trollet la fisken vera i fred.

“In that case I will share with you,”
said the ash-lad and gave her the crust
of cheese. “Are you cold as well?” he
asked, when he saw her shivering. “You
will have to take my old jacket. The arms
are a bit bare, as is the back, but it was a
good piece of clothing when it was new.”
The old woman accepted the gifts and
thanked him.
“Wait a moment,” she said and began to rummage around in the big pocket
of her skirt. “Here, you take this old key.
I have nothing better or anything worse
to give you, but when you look through
this hole in the key, you can see anything
you want, no matter where it is or how
far away it is.”
When the ash-lad arrived at the
king’s farm, the cook was carrying water.
“This is too heavy for you, this is,” said
the ash-lad, “I can do it for you.” The one
who became very happy was certainly
the cook, and afterwards she even let the
ash-lad scrape out the porridge bowl and
eat what was left in it.
But there were many who begrudged
him this treat, and so they went to the
king and told tales about him, saying he
had said that he was good at anything
and everything. The king came and asked
him if this was true — that he could guard
the fish in the pond, so the troll could not
steal them.
“They say that you have claimed you
could do this,” said the king.
“I haven’t claimed that,” replied the
ash-lad, “but if I had claimed it, I would
be good for it.”
“Well, whether you did or whether
you didn’t, you will need to try, if you
want to save the skin on your back,” said
the king. The ash-lad promised to try.
In the evening the ash-lad looked
through the hole in the key, and then he
could see that the troll was frightened
of thyme. He went and picked all the
thyme he could find. Some of the thyme
he scattered into the water and some he
scattered on the land, and the rest he
scattered around the pond. So now the
troll could not touch the fish.

Tune in next issue for the
fourth installment!
$29.95 with FREE shipping in the U.S.A.
www.astrimyastri.com

For fear of sounding like a farmer (for å høres ut som en
bonde), we have had a terrible summer (en forferdelig sommer)
in Norway with wasps (med vepser). They are everywhere (de
er overalt), in abundance (i overflod), so (slik at) people have
come up with (har funnet på) some creative ways (noen kreative
måter) to combat them (å bekjempe dem).
Sprays (spray), foam (skum), and hitting the nest or hive
with a long stick (å slå bolet med en lang pinne) are a few of (er
noen av) the tried, and sometimes true, remedies (rettsmidler).
We have tried vacuuming (å støvestuge) the wasps as they enter
(som de kommer inn) their nest, often hidden (ofte skjult) under
the siding (bordkledningen) and in other out of the way (ut av
veien) places (steder). It actually works (det fungerer), and my
husband (mannen min) finds great joy (stor gleder) in watching
the wasps as they approach their nest (de nærmer seg bolet) and
instead (i stedet) get sucked in (bli sugd inn) to their final end
(endelige slutten).
The wasp problem (veps problemet) has also proved problematic (å være problematisk) now that cherries (kirsebær) are
getting ripe (blir modne). Most people are accustomed to (er vant
til) covering (å dekke) their trees with netting (netting) to prevent (for å hindre) the birds (fuglene) from eating the ripe fruit
(moden frukt). This year (i år) a new challenge (en ny utfordring)
has presented itself as more than one cherry tree owner (mer en
enn kirsebærtreeier) has been forced (har blitt tvunget) to pick
(å plukke) all the cherries (alle kirsebær) at once (på en gang),
even if (selv om) all are not ripe (ikke er modne), because the
wasps also find them a delectable feast (en deilig matfest). That’s
an uff da.
Hot, dry weather (varmt, tørt vær) is perfect for these annoying (irriterende), stinging insects (stikkende insekter), and that’s
what we have (det er det vi har) had here in Trøndelag. There
are many different types of wasps (det finnes mange forskjellige typer av vepser), including one called the Norwegian Wasp
(norsk veps) or Dolichovespula norwegica, which is a type of
tree wasp. However, despite the extra buzzing (ekstra summing)
and occasional stinging (sporadiske stikk) this year, Norwegians
do not retreat indoors (har nordmenn ikke trekt innendørs).
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Astri, My Astri:
Norwegian Heritage Stories

By Deb Nelson Gourley
• 16 TRUE stories in both English and Norwegian
• Hardcover, 280 pages, over 350 illustrations
• For all ages, 6″ x 9″, 24 pages in full-color
• = $29.95 with FREE shipping in the USA
Astri, My Astri: Norwegian Heritage Stories is a
collection of 16 bilingual stories on Norwegian
heritage, culture, history, language and genealogy. It’s a journey from immigrating in the 1840s
to the discovery of an immigrant trunk more than
one hundred years later. Topics include 1862
Minnesota Sioux Uprising, 1918 flu epidemic,
Sami above the Arctic Circle, World War II heavy
water assault, rosemaling, bunader, woodcarving, Syttende Mai, stave churches, Snowshoe
Thompson and Sikkilsdalen.
Astri My Astri Publishing
Deb Nelson Gourley
602 3rd Ave SW, Waukon, IA 52172

Call, send check or visit website
Made in America!

www.astrimyastri.com
Phone: 563-568-6229
gourleydeb@gmail.com
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< Grunnskole
Fra side 2

« There’s no such thing as bad
weather, only bad clothing. »
– Norwegian saying

Pondus

by Frode Øverli
Ah, this is
the life!
Just the boys!

No women!

That’s the way it’s
always been, Hugo!

Lunch

That’s what
I mean, Ivar!
This is life!

by Børge Lund

verden og snakke med nesten alle folk, sier
Aron Breivold som skal starte i 5. klasse på
Manglerud skole.
Det nye engelskspråklige tilbudet
blir helt gratis og åpent for alle elever i
Oslo kommune. Fram til nå har det eneste
engelskspråklige grunnskoletilbudet i byen
vært privatskolen Oslo International School,
hvor blant andre prinsesse Ingrid Alexandra
er elev. Der koster det nesten 200 000 kroner
i året å være elev.
Ifølge prosjektleder Nina Wroldsen ved
Manglerud skole er det på høy tid at Oslo
får et engelskspråklig grunnskoletilbud i offentlig regi.
— Tiden er inne for å tenke globalt.
Verden blir mindre og flere og flere har internasjonal bakgrunn. Dette tilbudet kommer
til å dekke et behov som hittil ikke har blitt
dekket, mener Wroldsen.
— Vi er opptatt av at den offentlige
skolen skal være det naturlige valget for alle
foreldre og barn i Osloskolen. Siden Oslo er
en by med mange internasjonale innbyggere
er det helt naturlig for oss å tilby engelskspråklig undervisning i offentlig regi, mener
utdanningsbyråd Tone Tellevik Dahl.

< protester

This stays between us!

Fra side 2

Hjalmar

God, I no longer believe
in you. It’s probably best
we go our separate ways.

by Nils Axle Kanten

I asked countless times about
getting a chance with Aina, but
she’s always at 100 meters’
distance! Unless something
happens soon, I’m gonna ask
the man downstairs for help!

Han Ola og Han Per

Can you plow with the
elephant then, Per?
Oh my yes! They
are good at that.

Are you gonna ride ’im?

Dad! Can Aina sleep
over this weekend?!
Yeah, sure!

Hallelujah! Hallelujah!
Get thee behind me Satan!
Can you keep
your brother at a
safe distance?

by Peter J. Rosendahl, with new translations by John Erik Stacy

You could fall off
and be trampled.
Oh no, how little you
understand, Ola.

Hemsedalsaken var siste dråpe i et beger
som var fullt, sa Tina Skotnes, medlem av
arbeidsutvalget i Kvinnefronten.
Skotnes og Kvinnefronten krevde at
rettssystemet må granskes, og at politi og
påtalemyndighet prioriterer voldtektssaker.
— Dommerne må stoppe forsvarsadvokatenes karakterdrap på voldtektsofre. Det
er ikke relevant hva en kvinne hadde på seg
av klær. Når ni av ti voldtektsofre ikke vil
anmelde, er det en total fallitterklæring for
systemet, sa Skotnes.
Også i Tromsø, Bergen, Stord, Trondheim, Stavanger, Lærdalsøyri, Hemsedal,
Horten og Haugesund ble det arrangert
demonstrasjon 8. august.
Arrangementet besto av en rekke appeller fra samfunnsdebattanter og politikere.
Et gjennomgangstema var manglende
rettssikkerhet for kvinner, fordomsfulle
holdninger hos dommere og i samfunnet generelt, og den store skepsis mange voldtekts
ofre har til politi og rettsvesen, fordi de frykter frifinnelser som vil oppleves som et nytt
overgrep.
Daglig leder i DIXI, Rannveig Kvifte
Andresen, grep i sin appell fatt i det voldsomme engasjementet i denne saken, og sa at
hun håper demonstrasjonen fører til at flere
anmelder voldtekt enn dagens én av ti.
8. august hadde over 10.000 personer
meldt interesse for å delta i de ulike demonstrasjonene på Kvinnefrontens Facebookside.
— 3400 har varslet at de skal komme.
Det er sjelden at man opplever et slikt engasjement. Jeg har kun sett lignende under
debatten om reservasjonsretten rundt 8. mars
for to år siden. Denne saken har truffet en
nerve hos folk, sier Skotnes om demonstrasjonen i Oslo.
— Kvinnefronten vil ikke stille seg bak
noen lynsjemobb eller en offentlig gapestokk.
Men vi har forståelse for at hun gjorde det.
Det er et symptom på kvinners manglende
rettssikkerhet og hvor lite tillit kvinner har
til rettsvesenet. At de tar saken i egne hender
er et tegn på frustrasjon. Vi må akseptere at
de er frifunnet, men vi skal sørge for at det
blir en bedre behandling av voldtektssaker i
fremtiden, sier Skotnes i Kvinnefronten.
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Dirty Bop to Blighty
part 3

Illustration: Liz Argall

D a w n a
retorted,
“your clumsy agenda-changing tactic gave
you away. Vladimir and Boris aren’t sitting
around, waiting for you to arrest them. No,
they’re scheming—”
A businesslike male voice interrupted
her, speaking Danish over the public address
system. He sounded to Dawna as though he
was announcing the start of a scheduled cultural event.
Hotfooting to her side, Bo set her
straight. “Emergency code. Captain wants
all officers on the bridge right now.”
“Get me and Alek up there,” Dawna
muttered to Bo.
She grabbed Keedy’s wrist again. “You
come, too. Hear what fiasco you triggered.
Alek’s Russian skills will be vital.”
“Luckily,” Alek added, “I have much
experience negotiating in hostile situations.”
Bo led them unerringly up a maze of internal stairs and past the officer staterooms
to the bridge, a dumbbell-shaped enclosure
offering unbroken sea views through waistto-ceiling windows along the front and sides.
Dawna noted a control panel and wheel
centered in the bow.
The lone computer screen looked out
of place among the switches and dials, as
though the ’80s technology was giving only
grudging room to the digital age. Even the
special-looking red telephone adjacent to
the usual gray commo equipment seemed
like a throwback to the Cold War era.
The strong odors of brass polish and
window cleaner didn’t banish the reek of engine oil.
Dawna had met tall, lean Captain Jensen the night before and she recognized him
at the center of the array, his pale face taut
with the effort to control the anger she read
in his eyes.
He was flanked by two men in officer
uniforms and a third in a filthier and smellier version of Bo’s jumpsuit.
Jensen’s right hand rested on the red
phone. He glared at Keedy.

Except,

“Two of your people. Russians, I think.
They forced their way into the machinery
space that houses the four engines. They
tried to drag this unfortunate crewman in
with them as hostage, but he managed to escape. They closed the watertight doors and
will allow no one to enter.”
He tapped the red receiver. “We can
hear their voices through this, but we don’t
understand what they are saying.”
Dawna pointed to Alek, who was already reaching for the phone. “Detective Superintendent Talatinian is a Russian speaker
and knows the men.”
Captain Jensen passed the receiver to
Alek, who said his name and listened for 30
seconds before asking a series of questions.
Finally, he cradled the phone.
“They claim they are armed with a nuclear device capable of destroying the ship.
They demand you alter course to Murmansk
where they will voluntarily surrender to Russian authorities. Unless I guarantee compliance with this demand, they will blow up
the ship at precisely 8:30 p.m.”
He stared at Dawna. “Could they have
a nuclear device?”
She turned to Keedy. “You said they had
access?”
“As expeditors, not handlers.”
Keedy’s arrogant confidence was negated by the muscle twitching in his cheek.
“We’ve intercepted messages implicating them in selling nuclear material to a terrorist group,” he added in a stronger voice.
“Nothing suggests they’re transporting the
stuff themselves.”
“Except that when you invited them to
this conference, you gave them the perfect
opportunity,” Dawna pointed out.
“They boarded last night, bypassing
the security screening. No one was there to
scan their luggage. We don’t know what they
brought on board. Did your people search
their cabin?”
“Didn’t want to risk tipping them off
that we were interested,” Keedy admitted.
“But there’s not a chance in a thousand

they have a device here. They’re bluffing.”
He turned to Captain Jensen. “Luckily,
I have a SWAT team on board. I’ll lead them
in retaking your engine room.”
“SWAT team,” Captain Jensen repeated, his body quivering. “On my ship.”
He muttered something more that
sounded to Dawna like American cowboys.
An estimate of Homeland Security that
Dawna shared. And didn’t try to hide when
she spoke to Keedy.
“You really believed you could smuggle
12 undercover agents on board without
these cops spotting them?”
Keedy’s eyes widened, confirming that
Dawna had counted his ringers correctly.
She shook her head. “You’re supposed
to evacuate the civilians before you send in a
SWAT team.”
“We’ll use lifeboats,” he muttered.
“We can’t put 1,500 people adrift in
the North Sea,” she said. “A paramilitary
operation is not a solution. If the Russians
do have a device, they’ll detonate it before
your team gets the door open. If they don’t,
you’ll murder unarmed men. Bad outcome,
either way.”
She paused, mentally flipping through
her data about the Queen. Turning to Bo,
she asked, “How do you put out a fire in the
engine room?”
Before he could answer, Keedy snorted. “Oh, right, turning on the sprinklers is
bound to cool off the Russkies.”
Bo corrected him. “No sprinklers down
there. We snuff a fire by releasing 20 canisters of CO2.”
“Thought I’d read that in the ship’s
specs.” Dawna made eye contact with Jensen. “Sir, you do have a way to neutralize the
threat.”
Flooding the engine room with carbon
dioxide would instantly kill anyone inside,
which was why more recently built ships had
abandoned the method.
Dawna added, “But it’s a harsh solution
if the men are bluffing.”
“Their threat justifies the action.” A
large brass key appeared in Jensen’s deadwhite fingers. “Though I’m sure we’d all prefer to end this without fatalities.”
“Agreed,” Dawna said. “And the Russians’ demand to go to Murmansk tells us
they don’t want to die. They might be willing to give up now. Why don’t we offer them
that chance?”
“Right,” Keedy interjected in a takecharge voice. “The death threat gives us leverage. I’ll convince them to surrender to
me.”
He extended a hand toward the phone.
Dawna slapped it away and blocked
him with her body.
“Those idiots are my guys.” She turned
to enlist Jensen’s backing. “Sir, I would like
first crack at them.”
“And I think you should have it,” the
Captain replied. “It is now 20:20 hours. Ten
minutes until their deadline.”
Dawna frowned, computing. “I should
be able to do it in five,” she said.
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“I will give you three,” Jensen corrected.
“I will put the phone in loud-speaker mode
so I can hear the Russians and gauge their
stability. If I feel the situation has become
unmanageable, I will release the canisters.”
Dawna drew her chin down in a sharp
nod of agreement.
“Ready?” she asked Alek.
He gave her a thumbs-up and the captain reestablished the phone connection.
When Dawna heard the Slavic equivalent of
hello, she spoke in her most soothing voice,
pausing every two sentences for Alek to repeat her words in Russian.
“This is Dawna Shepherd. I offer you a
way out of this situation alive. I will accept
your surrender. In Newcastle, I will hand
you over personally to Scotland Yard. My offer expires in 60 seconds. At that point, another party will take over this conversation.”
She winked at Alek, giving him the goahead to translate the last two sentences as
he thought best.
“You wasted the opportunity,” Keedy
growled at her under cover of Alek’s voice.
“You should have hit them with the
CO2 option. Told them they were dead
meat. It’s your only bargaining chip.”
“Really?” Dawna drawled. She heard
Alek making use of the Russians’ nasty nickname for Keedy. Not likely he’d recognize it
if he heard, but why take the chance?
To distract him, she quickly asked,
“How would you have done that?”
As he geared up his lecture, Alek stopped
speaking. Dawna hushed Keedy to hear the
Russian response.
The voice from below barked out a guttural reply. And the phone went dead.
Jensen aimed his key at the control
panel.
“No!” Alek shouted. “They’re considering Dawna’s offer.”
The key remained poised as Jensen focused on his watch. “Nine seconds,” he said.
“Eight. Seven. Six. Fi—”
A noise from the phone interrupted. A
string of Russian followed.
“They accept,” Alek crowed, his adrenalin rush of relief triggering an exuberant
bounce. “They will surrender to Dawna. No
one else.”
“Tell ’em to sit tight until you and I
reach them.” Dawna turned to Jensen. “You
have a lockup we can use?”
“The brig is two levels below the car
deck.”

concluded on next page >
“Dirty Bop to Blighty” was
originally published in the
September 2010 issue of
Alfred Hitchcock Mystery
Magazine. A native Oregonian, Diana Deverell was a
U.S. Foreign Service Officer and served in Washington, D.C., San Salvador, and Warsaw, before she
moved to rural Denmark to write full-time. Visit
www.dianadeverell.com for more about her.
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< continued from previous page
He gestured toward Bo. “I can release this sailor to assist you with
their incarceration. But you must find your own people to handle
guard duty. My crew will be employed locating and disarming the men
on this ship from the unauthorized SWAT team and making them
comfortable in the conference center until we reach Newcastle.”
“Good plan,” Dawna said. She noted that the two uniformed officers had moved to stand on each side of Keedy.
Keedy glanced at his escorts. He pointed an angry hand at Alek.
“Superman there, the great medic and negotiator, warned those
Russians that if they didn’t surrender to you, I’d be taking over. You’re
damn lucky his gamble worked.”
“Not much of a gamble.” Dawna grinned. “After all, they preferred a Russian prison to being abducted by Homeland Security. Falling into your hands was a risk they couldn’t take.”
“C’mon,” she said to Bo and Alek. “Let’s round up Boris and
Vladimir. I bet they’re as eager as I am to see what a real brig looks
like.”

< birding
From page 11

has been featured in festivals, exhibitions, and concerts in more than
30 countries around the world and can be found in many public and
private museums and libraries.
He spends most of his time on art and related research, dividing his
time between Trondheim and Scottsdale, Ariz. His collaborator Krista
Caballero is currently the Associate Director of the Design Cultures
& Creativity program at the University of Maryland in College Park.
This year’s biennial presents the works of 14 local, national, and
international artists in front of private homes throughout the Foggy
Bottom Historic District between 24th and 26th Streets NW and H and
K Streets NW (located close to the Foggy Bottom-GWU Metro station
at 23rd and I Streets NW). The exhibition is free and open to the public.
The closing day is Saturday, October 22.
For more information about the exhibit, go to artsinfoggybottom.com.
Frank Ekeberg’s website is www.frankekeberg.no.
Many thanks to artist Frank Ekeberg, curator Danielle O’Steen, and
public relations consultant Melissa Beattie for their valuable assistance with this article.
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by Ed Egerdahl

Ed Egerdahl writes these puzzles for Scandinavian Language Institute’s classes at Seattle’s Nordic Heritage Museum. It’s
possible a few of the clues will make more sense if you remember that—there may be some Seattle-centric answers. There’s
definitely some wacky humor, and if you find yourself uncertain about a two-letter answer, try “Ed.” In this newest crossword
by Ed Egerdahl, we are introduced to his (and Laurie’s) new granddaughter Brooklyn Naomi. Enjoy the fun!
(N) = skriv på norsk. Otherwise, the answers are in English.

VANNRETT
1. #15V er et veldig hyggelig eksempel
til bestefar (N)
5. Saltet flesk eller norsk læreren som
skrev kryssordet
8. Har med munnen å gjøre
12. Orkesterinstrument
13. Flertall ordending (N)
14. Det som skinner lengre nå at
vintersolverven er forbi (N)
15. (Eds) Verdens koseligste, søteste
og peneste barnebarn
17. Partisipp formen av verbet “ligge”
på engelsk
18. Absolutt ingenting
19. Det vi øver her! (N!!)
20. Kort for språket brukt å skrive de
fleste kryssordsvar
23. Utenom Ballard, der de snakker
mest norsk (N)
26. Fotball poeng
28. Kan du høre meg nå?!
33. Norsk jentenavn
34. Eds er som norsk lærer!
35. Gensere, bukser, støvler og
lignende (N)
36. Det som en hund planter i
bakhagen (nam, nam)
38. Tjene penger for arbeid
39. Fortidsformen for verbet “ha” på
norsk
42. Vanskelig stavingsprøve eller
sengeteppe sygruppe
43. Orkestere eller ringer
47. Populær mellomnavn
49. Innsjø, by eller kanal i PA
50. Vakker nord-norsk gård eller
familienavn av dem som emigrerte
derifra (med hå!)
55. Fiskeutstyr
56. Der #55V er brukt
57. Meksikansk vann
58. Prosjekt, aktivitet
59. Stort tre for skygge
60. Norsk lærer—litt formelt med i full
galopp

LODDRETT
1. Gutt som biter etter flytende epler
(uffda!)
2. Forkortelse av forkortelse
3. Unge til Kanga
4. Sterk belysning i Vegas
5. Kort, enkel telefonhilsen
6. Ubestemt antall / nummer
7. Gamle gutter
8. Akerbryggens by
9. Løvelyd eller stadion bråk
10. MacGraw og Baba for eks.
11. Slank og høy
16. Familiemedlemmer
19. Dette ordets retning (N)
20. Gammeldags Uffda
21. Forbudt til 15V
22. En smal allé i huset (N)
24. Løp så fort du kunne
25. Det som henger dessverre over
beltet etter jul
27. Vitenskapelig rom (fork.)
29. En president folk likte

Norwenglish Crossword

30. Komme med hemmelig
informasjon til andre
31. Norsk klasse aktivitet (N)
32. Sjøfugl som høres akkurat ut som
#38V
34. Kortere dame enn #33V
37. Overraskede lyder
40. Presten M.L. King Jr. hadde en
utrolig stor en
41. Høreapparat
43. Ikke lenger rett / skrå
44. Område
45. Ikke godt å plukke dem!
46. Klasserom møbel
48. Nederlansk ost
50. Detaljert retning som er litt nede
til høyre på kartet
51. Tykk hårkrem
52. Studiet av gårds- og landsbruk
(fork.)
53. Fargenyanse
54. En liten gutt i Skottland

by Andrew R. Thurson

Directions: Translate English words to Norwegian, or vice versa, before posting in the puzzle. #15 / 92
Across/
Vannrett
1. Skodd
5. Myr
8. Pass (sentence)
12. Tåre
13. Feile
14. Sprø (på nøtta)
15. Lett
16. Struck
17. Worry about
18. Killed
20. Sveiser
22. Pole
23. Fødselsnavn
24. Jackrabbit
27. Remember
32. Er
33. View
34. Ah! (Joyfully)
35. Nedsenket
38. Sluggish
39. Hurry
40. Selvfølelse
42. Painful
45. Correct
49. Point
50. Hele

52. Thin
53. Pupil
54. Pollack
55. Skill
56. Bare
57. Merkelapp
58. Rørfløyte
Down/
Loddrett
1. Place
2. Høre
3. Oasis
4. Drip
5. Grunnløs
6. Olje
7. Gløde
8. Vinklet
9. Appraises
10. Living room
11. Ices
19. Til
21. Than
24. Shark
25. Bevæpne
26. Påminnelse
28. Rug
29. Heartfelt

30. Own
31. Fille
36. Eleven
37. Rode
38. Fits, spells
41. Give
42. Dikt

43. Ubeskjeftiget
44. Naval sailor
46. Twenty
47. Inside
48. Rubbed
51. Beitemark
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Bernt Balchen Scholarship Winners

At the annual summer picnic of the Sons of Norway Bernt Balchen Lodge on August 6, two
scholarships were awarded to deserving students and presented by Lodge President Mikki
Ryan. One was awarded to Sonja Stornes, granddaughter of members Else and Tore Stornes.
Sonja will be atttending the University of Florida in Venice, Fla., studying education. Sonja
was unable to be present since she was in Oslo, Norway, attending Summer School, so Else and
Tore accepted the award for her (pictured).
The second scholarship was awarded to Christian Cosenza, son of Frank and Sue
Cosenza and a recent graduate of Wallenpaupack High School, who will be attending
Northampton Community College in Bethlehem, Penn. Chris will be studying software design
and development. Chris, who is also an Eagle Scout, thanked his parents, his Pastor, Rev.
Herbert K. Jacobsen, and Mr. Fred Jorgensen for their constant support and assistance in
helping him to achieve his goals.
This is the first year Bernt Balchen has awarded scholastic scholarships. In the past,
scholarships for Norwegian camps for younger children were available. It is with great
pleasure that we were able to present these scholarships. We thank our Scholarship Committee,
consisting of Sverre Aasgaarden, Kenny Christianson, and Doris Bright, for their efforts. The
Lodge wishes both of these students the best of good luck in their studies.
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Hitting the slopes, nisse style

Photos: Emily C. Skaftun
Nils Anders prepares to fly like an eagle at the Olympic Park in Lillehammer. The popular
park, home of the ski jumps for the 1994 Olympic Games and site of those games’ opening
ceremony, is open year-round and is used by locals and tourists alike. Be like a true local and
run up the 936 steps to the top—or just take the ski lift. Either way the view can’t be beat!

Submitted by Millie Diefenbach, Publicity Chair for Bernt Balchen Lodge
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